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Summary
The main result of the present work is that a compact Alexandrov space of nonnegative
curvature whose boundary consists of several strata such that the intersection of all strata
is empty splits as a metric product.
More precisely, let M be an n-dimensional (2 ≤ n < ∞) compact Alexandrov space
with nonempty boundary ∂M . The boundary decomposes in a unique way into its prim-
itive components, i. e. ∂M =
⋃
i Pi with dimPi = n − 1. We define boundary strata as
unions of the components Pi. For a stratification of ∂M we always choose the boundary
strata such that no set Pi is contained in distinct strata. Thus, a decomposition of ∂M
into strata is in general possible in several ways.
We obtain and will prove the following splitting result.
Theorem. Let M possess boundary strata F1, . . . , Fk+1 with k ≥ 1 such that F1 ∩ . . . ∩
Fk+1 = ∅, but all intersections of k strata are nonempty. (In other words, k is assumed
minimal with the property F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk+1 = ∅.) Then M is isometric to a product S ×D
of nonnegatively curved Alexandrov spaces, where dimS = n − k , dimD = k and S is
isometric to each intersection of k boundary strata.
The main part is to prove this metric splitting under the assumption that there are
no additional boundary strata, i. e. ∂M = F1 ∪ . . . ∪ Fk+1. In this case, ∂S turns out to
be empty. We will formulate these statements as our Splitting Theorem 3.1 on page 39.
Afterwards, this version of the Theorem extends easily to the general case formulated as
Theorem 4.3 on page 62. There we will allow additional boundary strata. If there are
some, they induce a stratification of ∂S.
The present work is set up like follows.
In the Introduction a short survey on known splitting theorems and other results in this
context will be given; not only for Alexandrov spaces, but also for Riemannian manifolds
with nonnegative curvature.
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ii Summary
In Chapter 1 we collect basic facts about Alexandrov spaces and fix prerequisites and
notation. This chapter contains no new results or proofs and can be skipped if Alexandrov
geometry is known.
Chapter 2 provides tools required later. Not all results are new, but proofs are always
included. The first sections begin with known results adapted to our needs. The sub-
sequent sections contain results more and more specialized to the setup of our Splitting
Theorem, but still may be of some independent interest.
In Chapter 3 the proof of the Splitting Theorem is carried out. We first give its
statement and an outline on the proof. Afterwards, the proof is given in several steps,
organized as theorems and propositions of their own. First, a fibration of M into subsets,
called souls, is proved. The name is inspired by the fact that M can be retracted onto
these souls. Thus, they turn out to be isometric. Finally, it is established that they are
equidistant. Therefore, the product structure of M follows, and the S-factor is nothing
but such a soul.
In the short Chapter 4 we give some corollaries and easy consequences of the Splitting
Theorem. In particular, the following fact (which is probably well-known but nowhere
written up) is (re)proved: A compact n-dimensional Alexandrov space has at most 2n
boundary strata, and equality holds only for an Euclidean cuboid.
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Introduction
Metric splittings
Among splitting theorems for Riemannian manifolds with lower curvature bounds, there is
the classical result by V.A. Toponogov in [Top 64]. It states that a complete Riemannian
manifold Mn with nonnegative curvature which contains a straight line (i. e. a geodesic
which is isometric to R) is isometric to Mn−1 × R, where Mn−1 is again of nonnegative
curvature. Here and throughout this work, we always mean sectional curvature; other
kinds of curvature will be explicitly named. It turned out that the splitting property
is induced by pure metric properties of Mn. In fact, if Mn is an Alexandrov space of
nonnegative curvature, A.D. Milka proved in [Mil 67] that Toponogov’s Splitting Theorem
carries over. A proof in English can be found in [BBI 01, Section 10.5]. Loosely speaking,
an Alexandrov space of nonnegative curvature is an inner metric space where Toponogov’s
Comparison Theorem is assumed to hold; we also assume completeness. More information
about Alexandrov spaces will be given in Chapter 1, together with references.
In order to generalize Toponogov’s Splitting Theorem, J. Cheeger and D. Gromoll
proved in [CG71] that in the case of Riemannian manifolds, nonnegative Ricci curvature
is sufficient. For Alexandrov spaces, Y. Mashiko obtained in [Mas 02] a condition which
is equivalent to the property that Mn splits into Mn−1 × R, where Mn and Mn−1 have
the same lower curvature bound κ ≤ 0. Namely, Mn splits as stated if and only if there
is a nonconstant affine function ϕ : Mn → R which is twice differentiable in a certain
sense. This result in turn was generalized by S.B. Alexander and R.L. Bishop in [AB05].
They proved—among other things—that if an Alexandrov spaceMn with lower curvature
bound κ admits a nonconstant K-affine function ϕ with κ ≤ K, then Mn splits as a
cone over an Alexandrov space. Here, a cone is some warped product of the space with
an interval I. The warping function g : I → R+ has to satisfy the differential equation
g′′ +Kg = 0. Moreover, ϕ restricted to any geodesic has to satisfy the same differential
equation to be called K-affine. This is the condition if Mn has no boundary; otherwise
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the property has to hold on the doubling M¯n. We do not go into further detail here, but
one sees that if K = 0 and g is constant, then Mashiko’s result is recovered. For all other
cases, Alexander and Bishop give detailed information as well.
In all results mentioned above, the spaces were always assumed to have finite dimen-
sion, indicated by the notation Mn. A finite dimensional Alexandrov space is locally
compact (see Chapter 1) and, as a matter of fact, Milka’s Splitting Theorem was formu-
lated for locally compact Alexandrov spaces and needs no dimension assumptions. The
question if the Theorem also holds for Alexandrov spaces which are not locally compact
(and hence necessarily infinite dimensional), was answered affirmative by A. Mitsuishi
in [Mit 10].
Still, all stated splitting theorems have in common that the space splits off some flat
factor. The Theorem by Alexander and Bishop plays a special role, since warped products
are involved. However, if we restrict to the cases of Euclidean products, also their result
falls in the category of splitting theorems providing flat factors. Indeed, there are very few
splitting theorems with non-flat factors—at least for spaces with lower curvature bounds.
Gromoll and K. Tapp investigated in [GT 03] complete metrics of nonnegative curvature
on a Riemannian manifold M2 × R2. A consequence of their results can be formulated
according to Theorem 3.10 of the survey paper [Wil 07a] like follows: If S2 × R2 carries
a metric of nonnegative curvature which is not invariant under any effective action of a
2-torus, then it is a product metric (up to some diffeomorphism). Splitting results around
the Soul Theorem by Cheeger and Gromoll are dealt with in the subsequent section.
For completeness, we mention here briefly that the situation is essentially different for
spaces with upper curvature bounds. In fact, H.B. Lawson and S.T. Yau proved in [LY 72]
for compact real analytic manifolds of nonpositive curvature that they split accordingly
to their fundamental groups, provided the latter have no center. Independently, Gromoll
and J.A. Wolf obtained in [GW71] a similar result. Namely, if M is a manifold of non-
positive curvature and Γ is a group of homeomorphisms acting properly discontinuously
by isometries on M and if Γ\M is compact, then a splitting of Γ induces some splitting
ofM . If, in addition, Γ has no center, the splitting carries over to the quotients. There are
generalizations to Alexandrov spaces or, more precisely, to CAT(0) spaces. We also note
that the results by Alexander and Bishop from above hold for both classes of Alexandrov
spaces, those with lower and those with upper curvature bounds.
The Soul Theorem
A source of theorems about nonnegatively curved manifolds splitting metrically is the
Soul Theorem by Cheeger and Gromoll. They proved in [CG72] the following fact: If
M is a complete open manifold of nonnegative curvature, then there is a compact totally
geodesic subset S—called soul—of lower dimension and without boundary, such that M
is diffeomorphic to the normal bundle of S. The natural question arises, under which
circumstances a metric splitting is induced. G. Walschap obtained in [Wal 88] that this
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is the case if S is simply connected and of codimension 2 and its normal bundle is flat.
Then M ∼= S × R2, where R2 carries a metric of nonnegative curvature. Moreover, by
independent results of M. Strake in [Str 88] and J.-W. Yim in [Yim90], a metric splitting
M ∼= S×Rn−k with dimS = k also occurs if the normal bundle of S has trivial holonomy
group (without further assumptions on S).
In the proofs of these splitting results, the Sharafutdinov retraction plays an important
role. In [Sha 79] V.A. Sharafutdinov constructed a 1-Lipschitz retraction map fromM onto
any soul S. In fact, S is not uniquely determined, and he also proved that given two souls
S, S′ ⊆M , there is a diffeomorphismM →M mapping S isometrically onto S′. As part of
the solution of the Soul Conjecture (i. e. S is a point and hence, M is diffeomorphic to Rn,
ifM has at least one point of positive curvature), G. Perelman proved in [Per 94a] that the
Sharafutdinov retraction coincides with the metric projection π : M → S. Moreover, it is
a Riemannian submersion of class C1. The latter result was improved to C2 by L. Guijarro
in [Gui 00] and finally to C∞ by B. Wilking in [Wil 07b]. In particular, π is a submetry,
i. e. π(B¯r(p)) = B¯r(π(p)) ∀ p ∈ M , r ≥ 0. This property is again purely metric and one
can ask, which facts around the Soul Theorem do carry over to Alexandrov spaces.
In his unpublished preprint [Per 91] Perelman constructed a Sharafutdinov retraction
for Alexandrov spaces. Since the basic results are very important for the present work, we
give some more detailed information here.
LetM be an n-dimensional Alexandrov space of nonnegative curvature with boundary.
For the beginning, we assume that M is compact. Perelman showed that the distance
function d∂M is concave, i. e. its restriction to each shortest path is concave. This implies
that the set A ⊆M where d∂M attains its maximum is convex, hence an Alexandrov space.
Clearly, dimA < n. If ∂A 6= ∅, we iterate the procedure up to some convex subset without
boundary. This subset then is a soul of M . A retraction map M → A was constructed
directly by Perelman in [Per 91], but it is given more easily in terms of the later developed
gradient flow. Loosely speaking, the gradient of some function f : M → R at some p ∈M
points in the direction where f increases most. This gives rise to gradient curves and a
gradient flow; details will be given in Section 1.5. Thus, the gradient flow of d∂M retracts
M onto A, and so on. For non-compact Alexandrov spaces one may use combinations of
Busemann functions instead of d∂M in the first iteration step.
If M has positive curvature, d∂M is strictly concave and hence, the soul is a point.
However, it is not known yet, if positive curvature locally at at least one point is also suf-
ficient. In other words, the Soul Conjecture is still open for Alexandrov spaces. Likewise,
the Sharafutdinov retraction is not known to be a submetry.
The present work deals with cases where M is compact and more assumptions on the
boundary ∂M are involved. Then a similar soul construction as above will give souls of
a priori known dimension. Moreover, M will be fibrated into isometric souls, and (kind
of) Sharafutdinov retraction maps will turn out to be submetries. This fact is crucial for
the further result that the space in fact splits metrically into soul and another factor.
An exact formulation of our Splitting Theorem needs the term of extremal subsets
introduced in the subsequent section.
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Extremal subsets and boundary strata
A subset E ⊆ M of an Alexandrov space with lower curvature bound is extremal if it is
invariant under the gradient flow of any function d2p with p ∈M . The term was introduced
by Perelman and A. Petrunin, see Section 1.6 for details. A single point p ∈ M forms
an extremal set if and only if there is no hinge xpy (i. e. xp and py are shortest paths)
such that ∡xpy > π2 . Equivalently, {p} is extremal if and only if the space of directions
Σp has diameter at most
π
2 . The boundary ∂M is an extremal set of locally constant
codimension 1 and, vice versa, each extremal set of locally constant codimension 1 is part
of ∂M . If an extremal set E contains no proper extremal set of the same dimension, then
E is called primitive. Let M be compact; then the number of primitive extremal sets is
finite. Hence, ∂M can be uniquely written as the finite union of all primitive extremal sets
of codimension 1. For our purpose, however, the subdivision into primitive components is
too restrictive.
We define a boundary stratum to be some union of primitive extremal subsets of codi-
mension 1 and make our choices always in a way ensuring that two distinct boundary
strata have no primitive component of full dimension in common. Let M be of nonneg-
ative curvature (and still compact). A key point is now the observation that for any
boundary stratum F the distance function dF is concave. In particular, the case F = ∂M
from above is included. If we assume that ∂M consists of several strata, we may get
more structure information about M . Indeed, the soul construction from above can be
performed for each function dF , where F is some boundary stratum. Moreover, this con-
struction can be done not only inside M , but inside any superlevel set d−1F ′ ([s, a]), where
F ′ is another boundary stratum, a = max dF ′ and s < a. Sharafutdinov retraction maps
are obtained by the gradient flow of any function dF . Thus, souls may be pushed around
in M . In the setting of our Splitting Theorem (see below), this will imply that all souls
are isometric and the Sharafutdinov retractions are submetries.
If M has positive curvature, the following results are due to Wilking in [Wil 06]. His
Theorem 7 is formulated for orbits of Lie groups acting almost effectively on Riemannian
manifolds. However, the orbit space is assumed to have positive curvature in the Alexan-
drov sense. The proof also uses Alexandrov techniques and essentially carries over. For
these reasons, we may formulate the results here as follows.
A positively curved Alexandrov space M of dimension n has at most n+ 1 boundary
strata. If equality holds, M is homeomorphic (also as a stratified space) to an n-simplex.
If there are k+1 < n+1 boundary strata, M is homeomorphic to the join of a k-simplex
and the intersection of all boundary strata.
We briefly sketch concepts of a proof here. Let F1, . . . , Fk+1 denote the boundary
strata. Now, since M has positive curvature, all functions dFi are strictly concave. There-
fore, the set Ai := {p ∈M | dFi(p) is maximal} is just a point pi and all gradient curves of
dFj , j 6= i end there. It follows that pi ∈
⋂
j 6=i Fj . Consider pk+1. By Perelman’s Stability
Theorem and averaging the function dFk+1 inside some small ball around pk+1, one con-
cludes that the tangent cone Tpk+1 is homeomorphic to M \ Fk+1. Thus, M ≈ K¯(Σpk+1),
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and since pk+1 ∈ F1 ∩ . . .∩Fk, the space Σpk+1 satisfies the same assumptions as M . Now
induction over the dimension proves the homeomorphism statements. The homeomor-
phisms respect the stratified structures, if the argument is refined using V. Kapovitch’s
relative version of the Stability Theorem.
The initial point for the present work was the question, if the homeomorphism state-
ments carry over to nonnegative curvature. This clearly cannot be true, because if D is
a (Euclidean) simplex with faces F1, . . . , Fk+1 and S is any nonnegatively curved Alexan-
drov space, then the product M := S ×D has boundary strata S × Fi , i = 1, . . . , k + 1
(and possibly other). In particular, the intersection of all strata S×Fi is empty, although
k < dimM .
This has led to the conjecture that such products are the only counterexamples.
Conjecture (solved by our Splitting Theorem). Let M have nonnegative curvature and
let F1, . . . , Fk+1 be boundary strata such that k is minimal with the property that F1∩ . . .∩
Fk+1 = ∅. Is it true that M is a product S ×D, where dimD = k , dimS = n− k and S
is isometric to each intersection of k boundary strata Fi?
The affirmative answer to this question is the Splitting Theorem 3.1 on page 39. Chap-
ter 3 is devoted to its proof, while Chapter 4 provides some further results as easy con-
sequences. In particular, it turns out that the factor D has boundary strata D ∩ Fi, and
if M possesses further boundary strata apart from F1, . . . , Fk+1, they induce boundary
strata of S. Otherwise, S has no boundary. In Chapter 2 we provide tools being used
in Chapter 3. Most of them hold in more general context and may be of independent
interest. For instance, the fact that the intersection of k boundary strata has (locally
constant) codimension k will be given there.
The easy case k = 1 (i. e. M has two boundary strata which do not intersect) can
be proved more directly and without the machinery we will develop in Chapter 2. In
fact, this case is so immediate that it is accepted as true, probably without being written
up anywhere. In this case, the two boundary strata have to be primitive already. If
they in turn have non-intersecting boundary strata, the Splitting Theorem can be used
iteratively. We obtain that the number of boundary strata is bounded by 2n, where
n = dimM . Equality holds if and only if M is a Euclidean cuboid. This result will be
given in Theorem 4.5 on page 63.
In general, it is still a difficult open problem to give bounds for the number of (primi-
tive) extremal sets and discuss rigidity. As mentioned above, the number is finite (recall
that M is compact). It is conjectured that one can find an a priori upper bound only
depending on n = dimM . This problem is related to M. Gromov’s estimate for the sum
of Betti numbers of nonnegatively curved Riemannian manifolds, see [Gro 81]. In the lat-
ter case, the remaining conjecture is that a sharp bound is given by 2n, attained by the
torus. For Alexandrov spaces, the conjectured sharp bound for the number of primitive
extremal sets is 3n, attained by the cuboid. Besides the results given above for extremal
sets of codimension 1, investigations have been made for 0-dimensional extremal sets, in
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other words, for extremal points. It can be shown in a rather elementary way, that there
are at most 2n such points. More complicated is a classification of all spaces attaining
this maximal number. Recently, N. Lebedeva obtained solutions to this problem, but they
have not yet been published. An overview will also be given in an upcoming book on
Alexandrov geometry by Alexander, Kapovitch and Petrunin.
CHAPTER 1
Basics about Alexandrov spaces
1.1 Motivation
The classical Comparison Theorem by Toponogov states basically the following (see e. g.
[GKM68] or [CE 75]): Given a Riemannian manifoldMn with sectional curvature ≥ κ and
a triangle △p1p2p3 in M
n whose sides pipj are shortest geodesics, then the corresponding
triangle △p¯1p¯2p¯3 with |p¯ip¯j | = |pipj| in the simply connected 2-dimensional space form of
curvature κ is not “thicker”. The latter can be expressed mathematically in different ways,
for instance in terms of the corresponding angles (taking the form ∡p¯ip¯j p¯k ≤ ∡pipjpk) or
purely in terms of distances: For each q ∈ pipj and the corresponding q¯ ∈ p¯ip¯j with
|q¯p¯i| = |qpi| the inequality |q¯p¯k| ≤ |qpk| holds. This enables us to take Toponogov’s
Theorem as a definition for spaces to have lower curvature bounds, and this definition is
possible for the class of length spaces, not only for Riemannian manifolds. Furthermore,
spaces with upper curvature bounds can be defined in the analogous way by reversing the
inequalities in the angle and distance condition, respectively.
A comprehensive theory of spaces with lower curvature bounds and basic results were
obtained by Y. Burago, Gromov and Perelman in [BGP 92]. Another approach (there ex-
ists some overlap, though) was given by C. Plaut in [Pla 91] based on concepts by A. Wald
and V.N. Berestovskii. Plaut gives a detailed survey in [Pla 02], where later develops are
also included, in particular the structure results by Perelman and Petrunin. An extensive
introduction to the class of length spaces in general and spaces with curvature bounds in
particular is given in the book [BBI 01] by D. Burago, Y. Burago and S. Ivanov. Since
their basic setup as well as geometric tools and techniques trace back to A.D. Alexan-
drov, length spaces with curvature bounds are called Alexandrov spaces. In general the
term may refer to both classes of spaces, those with lower and those with upper curvature
bounds.
Throughout this work we consider always Alexandrov spaces with lower curvature
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bounds. In the next sections we collect basic results on such spaces without proofs. This
survey is neither in chronological order nor in order of implication (and far from being
complete), but it collects the results and tools needed later sorted by issues.
1.2 Geometric properties
First we introduce some notation in comparison geometry.
1.1 Definition. Let (X, d) be a length space1. For n ∈ N , κ ∈ R we denote by Snκ the
n-dimensional simply connected space form of curvature κ. Let a, b, c ∈ X be pairwise
distinct such that there are shortest paths ab, ac, bc.
For the triangle △abc we define the comparison triangle △˜κabc as the triangle △a¯b¯c¯ in S
2
κ
(provided it exists and is unique up to isometry) such that corresponding sides have equal
lengths.
For the angle ∡abc (again, provided it exists) we define the comparison angle ∡˜κabc as
the corresponding angle ∡a¯b¯c¯ in the comparison triangle.
Now a curvature bound can be defined as follows.
1.2 Definition. A length space X has lower curvature bound κ if each point p ∈ X has
a neighborhood U such that for each triangle △abc in U the comparison triangle △˜κabc
satisfies the following distance condition:
|a¯r¯| ≤ |ar| for each r ∈ bc and the corresponding point r¯ ∈ b¯c¯ (i. e. |b¯r¯| = |br|).
As mentioned before, there are equivalent definitions, e. g. via angle comparison. Note
that for general length spaces angles do not always exist (an angle can be defined in terms
of lengths using the law of cosine and taking some limit), but in a space with curvature
bound it turns out that angles always exist. All equivalent definitions and proofs can be
found in [BGP 92] or in [BBI 01], for instance.
An immediate and important observation is that in spaces with lower curvature bounds
shortest paths do not branch. Another implication is that angles are lower semi-continuous,
i. e. for uniformly converging shortest paths aibi → ab and bici → bc we have that ∡abc ≤
lim inf
i→∞
∡aibici.
The comparison conditions are always local, so the question is, if, provided they hold
locally, they also hold “in the large”, i. e. for each triangle. This is true for complete spaces
with lower curvature bounds and is known as the Globalization Theorem. (The analog
theorem for upper curvature bounds needs more assumptions.) In the 2-dimensional case
it was proved by A.D. Alexandrov, in the case of Riemannian manifolds by Toponogov
and in the general case by Perelman (compare [BBI 01, Section 10.3]). Mostly, it is known
as the Toponogov Comparison Theorem, and also throughout this work we will refer to
this name whenever some of the equivalent comparison conditions is used.
1a space with (strictly) intrinsic metric, i. e. between any two points exist paths whose lengths approx-
imate (assume) the distance between the points.
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1.3 Theorem (Toponogov’s Comparison Theorem). If X is a complete length space with
lower curvature bound κ then X has curvature ≥ κ also in the large.
Here we will always consider complete length spaces with lower curvature bounds. In
most cases we assume some more additional things.
1.4 Definition. The term Alexandrov space will always refer to a complete length space
with lower curvature bound. For n ∈ N and κ ∈ R we denote by Alexn(κ) the class of
Alexandrov spaces with the following properties:
(i) The Hausdorff dimension is n, in particular finite;
(ii) the lower curvature bound is κ.
In addition, each space is
(iii) path-connected (except for n = 0);
(iv) strictly intrinsic (i. e. any two distinct points are connected by some shortest path
whose length coincides with the distance of the points);
(v) locally compact;
(vi) second countable (equivalent to separable).
For n = 1 , κ > 0 we assume in addition that the diameter does not exceed π√
κ
.
Note that these properties are not at all independent, e. g. the local compactness is
implied by the finite dimension. If, in turn, the Hausdorff dimension is assumed to be finite,
it is an integer. In fact, the purely geometric definition of Alexandrov spaces implies many
nice results on the local structure as we will see later.
For Alexandrov spaces of nonnegative curvature there is an extension of the distance
comparison theorem due to U. Lang and V. Schro¨der. Here we only state a very special
case of their theorem [LS 97, Theorem A] providing a powerful comparison tool.
1.5 Theorem. For n,m ∈ N let M ∈ Alexn(0) and let f : S → Rm be a 1-Lipschitz map
from some arbitrary subset S ⊆M . Then there exists a 1-Lipschitz extension f¯ : M → Rm
of f .
One sees immediately that this Theorem implies the distance comparison statement
for spaces with nonnegative curvature.
As a last remark in this section we point out that the Gromov-Hausdorff limit of
converging Alexandrov spaces with curvature ≥ κ is again an Alexandrov space with
curvature ≥ κ, since the completeness carries over as well as the comparison conditions.
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1.3 Local properties
A Riemannian manifold Mn possesses at each point p ∈ Mn a tangent space TpM
n as a
local n-dimensional linear approximation to Mn. In particular, the set of unit vectors in
TpM
n forms a space of directions such that two differentiable curves starting at p have
the same direction if and only if they enclose an angle of value zero. Moreover, there is a
geodesic starting at p in each arbitrarily given direction.
Since in an Alexandrov space M angles enclosed by shortest paths always exist, one
can define that two shortest paths starting at p ∈ M have the same direction if and only
if they enclose a zero angle. This naturally defines a metric space, which is in general
not complete. The completion is called the space of directions Σp at p. By taking the
completion, directions not coming from shortest paths are created, so the statement from
above about geodesics in Riemannian manifolds does not carry over to Alexandrov spaces.
Nevertheless, if ξ ∈ Σp is a direction not coming from any shortest path, there is a
sequence ξi → ξ such that each ξi comes from some shortest path. This is sufficient for
many applications.
However, many other results can be obtained only if there is at least some replacement
for geodesics in all directions, for instance to define an exponential map. This can be
achieved by gradient curves or by so-called quasigeodesics. The latter were introduced (in
their generalized form) by Perelman and Petrunin in [PP 95] and studied with numerous
applications by Petrunin, see e. g. [Pet 97]. A detailed proof of existence can be found in
[Pet 07]. Quasigeodesics exist in finite-dimensional Alexandrov spaces for arbitrary initial
data and have comparison properties almost like shortest paths.
Another approach to examine a metric space M locally at p ∈ M is to take the so-
called Gromov-Hausdorff tangent cone, i. e. to rescale the metric centered at p and to
consider the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff limit, provided it exists. This procedure can be
understood as zooming into the space with center p. IfM ∈ Alexn(κ), all rescaled spaces
are Alexandrov spaces with curvature bounds tending to zero. Therefore, the pointed
limit is an Alexandrov space with nonnegative curvature. On the other hand, we have
the space of directions Σp and can take the metric cone K(Σp) over it. Then these two
cones coincide, which gives in turn that Σp ∈ Alex
n−1(1). More precisely, we have the
following (see [BGP 92, §7] or [BBI 01, Section 10.9]) statement.
1.6 Theorem. Let M ∈ Alexn(κ). Then Σp is compact for all p ∈ M and Σp ∈
Alexn−1(1). If n = 1, then Σp consists of one or two points.
The Gromov-Hausdorff tangent cone exists for all p ∈ M and coincides with the metric
cone K(Σp) over Σp.
Note that it is essential that M has finite dimension, since otherwise Σp is in general
not compact. We introduce some more notation here.
1.7 Definition. If pq is a shortest path, ↑qp denotes the direction in Σp of this path starting
at p. By ⇑qp or, more general, by ⇑Ap we denote the set of directions in Σp of all shortest
paths from p to the point q or to some closed subset A ⊆M , respectively.
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The tangent cone K(Σp) is denoted by TpM and, by abuse of standard definition, its
elements are called (tangent) vectors. The apex of TpM is denoted by o and length and
scalar product of vectors are defined as follows.
|v| := |ov|
〈v,w〉 :=
1
2
(|v|2 + |w|2 − |vw|2) = |v| · |w| · cos∡vow
for v,w ∈ TpM (recall that TpM has nonnegative curvature, so ∡vow = ∡˜0vow).
Now it is possible to define a logarithm map.
1.8 Definition. Let M ∈ Alexn(0) and p ∈M . For each q ∈M \ {p} fix some shortest
path pq and let ξq =↑
q
p. Then the map
logp : M → TpM , q 7→
{
|pq| · ξq : q 6= p
o : q = p
is called a logarithm map at p.
The Comparison Theorem implies that logp is noncontracting, i. e. lengths are not
shortened. For other curvature bounds κ 6= 0 replace TpM = K(Σp) by the κ-cone K
κ
p
(compare [BBI 01, Example 10.2.2]) over Σp.
The fact that Σp is again an Alexandrov space, but of lower dimension, enables in many
cases proofs via induction on dimension. As an example, for M ∈ Alexn(κ) and p ∈ M
there exists a noncontracting map f : M → Snκ which maps shortest paths starting at p
isometrically, see [BBI 01, Proposition 10.6.10]. Now assume that this is already proved
up to dimension n− 1 and hence for Σp. The noncontracting map ϕ : Σp → S
n−1 extends
to the κ-cones, i. e. to a map ϕ˜ : Kκp → S
n
κ , and then ϕ˜ ◦ logp is the desired map.
On the other hand, also definitions are possible in an inductive way. An important
example is the notion of the boundary of an Alexandrov space.
1.9 Definition. Let M ∈ Alexn(κ). The boundary ∂M of M is defined as follows.
For n = 1 let ∂M be the topological boundary (note that M is a segment, a line or a
circle).
For n > 1 some point p ∈M is a boundary point p ∈ ∂M if Σp has nonempty boundary.
More information about the boundary is given in Section 1.6.
As we have seen, the tangent cone TpM is a generalization of the tangent space. We
do not have TpM = R
n, but at least Rn is a comparison space for TpM in the sense
of curvature bounds. Nevertheless, points where the tangent cone is in fact isometric to
Euclidean space are of special interest.
1.10 Definition. Let M ∈ Alexn(κ). A point p ∈ M with tangent cone isometric to
Rn (or equivalently Σp ∼= S
n−1) is called a regular point . Non-regular points are called
singular .
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It turns out that the singular points form in fact a very spare set. Y. Otsu and T.
Shioya proved in [OS 94, Theorem A] that it has Hausdorff dimension ≤ n−1, in particular,
it is of n-dimensional measure zero. Thus, the set of regular points is dense. Moreover, it
is a countable intersection of open sets and, due to the result [Pet 98, 1.10] of Petrunin, it
is a convex set.
A weaker condition than being regular is being so-called (n, δ)-strained for δ > 0.
Loosely speaking, an (ℓ, δ)-strained point possesses 2ℓ directions which are nearly perpen-
dicular or opposite, respectively. In the precise definition, not directions but shortest paths
are used and comparison angles instead of angles in order to overcome some problems with
incontinuities. The following definition is according to [BBI 01, Definition 10.8.9].
1.11 Definition. For M ∈ Alexn(κ) a point p ∈ M is called (ℓ, δ)-strained if M pos-
sesses ℓ pairs of points (ai, bi) such that
∡˜aipbi > π − δ and ∡˜aipaj , ∡˜aipbj , ∡˜bipbj >
π
2
− 10δ
for all i 6= j. The collection {(ai, bi)} is called an (ℓ, δ)-strainer for p.
It is convenient to take all δ “small enough”, e. g. δ ≤ 1100n . Then each (n, δ)-strained
point has a neighborhood U which is bi-Lipschitz homeomorphic to an open region in Rn
(see [BGP 92, Theorem 5.4] or [BBI 01, Theorem 10.8.18]). In particular, this holds for all
regular points, because a point is regular if and only if it is (n, δ)-strained for all δ > 0.
Moreover, at regular points the bi-Lipschitz constant can be assumed arbitrarily close to 1
by choosing the neighborhood U small enough.
1.4 Volume and dimension
The following theorem is a consequence of the last statement of the previous section, see
[BGP 92, §6] or [BBI 01, Section 10.8].
1.12 Theorem. A finite-dimensional Alexandrov space is locally compact.
The Hausdorff dimension dimH M of a locally compact Alexandrov space M is an integer
or infinity. Moreover, dimH is locally constant, i. e. each open neighborhood of M also has
Hausdorff dimension dimH M .
The last part of the Theorem follows from the fact that in an Alexandrov space M for
0 < λ < 1 one can define a λ-homothety centered at some point p. If M has nonnegative
curvature, this mapping is noncontracting. More precisely, for p ∈ M and λ given, fix
for each x ∈ M , x 6= p some shortest path px and define f(x) ∈ px such that |pf(x)| =
λ|px|. Then it follows immediately from Toponogov’s Comparison Theorem that f is
noncontracting. Therefore, two metric balls centered at p have equal Hausdorff dimension,
namely dimH M . The Bishop-Gromov inequality (compare [BGP 92, Theorem 10.2]) is
proved in the same way.
If the curvature bound of M is κ < 0, one can restrict the λ-homothety to some ball
BR(p) and obtains a co-Lipschitz map with a constant c = c(κ, λ,R). Then the statement
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about the local dimension follows analogously as before. To prove the Bishop-Gromov
inequality, however, another proof is necessary, see e. g. [BBI 01, Section 10.6].
Another application of strained points is to prove that the Gromov-Hausdorff limit A
of Alexandrov spaces Ai with dimH(Ai) = n ∀ i fulfills dimH(A) ≤ n. All these results
together lead to the Compactness Theorem by Gromov, see [BBI 01, Section 10.7].
1.13 Theorem (Gromov’s Compactness Theorem). For n ∈ N and κ ∈ R let M(n, κ)
denote the class of Alexandrov spaces M with curvature bound κ and dimH(M) ≤ n. Then
M(n, κ) is boundedly compact, i. e. all closed bounded subsets are compact, with respect to
Gromov-Hausdorff distance.
In particular, for each D > 0 the subclass M(n, κ,D) := {M ∈ M(n, κ) | diamM ≤ D}
is compact.
As we have seen in this section, property (v) of Definition 1.4 on page 9 (i. e. local
compactness) follows in fact from property (i) (i. e. finiteness of dimension). According
to [BBI 01, Proposition 2.5.22], a locally compact length space is boundedly compact. In
particular, all closed balls are compact and therefore the space can be exhausted by a
countable sequence of compact sets. Thus, the space is separable or, equivalently, second
countable (property (iv) of Definition 1.4).
1.5 Differential and gradient
Let M ∈ Alexn(κ) and f : U → R be a function defined on an open subset U⊆˚M .
We want to have a notion of differentiability for f and a differential dpf defined on the
tangent cone TpM with p ∈ U . In order to do this, f can be restricted to some shortest
path pq ⊆ U and differentiated in the usual way. If γ : [a, b] → U is a shortest path
parametrized by the arc length with γ(a) = p , γ(b) = q, then the directional derivative
dpf(↑
q
p) is given by (f ◦ γ)′(a), provided this (one-sided) derivative exists. This procedure
is done for all directions in Σp coming from shortest paths, and if the obtained function
extends continuously to the entire Σp, we say that f is differentiable at p. In order to obtain
the differential dpf as a function on TpM , we extend the directional derivatives positively
homogeneous to TpM . This means, if v ∈ TpM fulfills v = λξ for some λ > 0 , ξ ∈ Σp,
then let dpf(v) := λdpf(ξ).
An important class of differentiable functions with explicit differential is given by
distance functions (compare [BGP 92, §11]).
1.14 Lemma. Let A ⊆ M be a closed subset and f : M → R , x 7→ |xA|. Then the
differential dpf exists for all p ∈M \A and the following holds:
dpf(ξ) = − cos |⇑
A
p ξ| ∀ ξ ∈ Σp
Another possibility to obtain the differential is via blow-ups. Recall that TpM can be
considered as the pointed limit of rescaled spaces centered at p. Evaluating f on these
blown up spaces near p and taking the differential quotients (if existing) also gives the
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differential dpf , see e. g. [Pet 07, Definition 1.3.1]. This procedure can be generalized to
maps between metric spaces with certain local structures, in particular to maps between
Alexandrov spaces. These generalizations together with a more general and powerful def-
inition of tangent cones via ultra limits were extensively studied by A. Lytchak in [Lyt 05]
and [Lyt 06]. Among other results, Lytchak also gives a general Rademacher Theorem for
Lipschitz maps between spaces with curvature bounds, see [Lyt 05, Theorem 1.6].
Moreover, in the case of Alexandrov spaces the differential does not only exist al-
most everywhere, but is linear. To make this precise, we give the following version of
Rademacher’s Theorem:
1.15 Theorem. Let X ∈ Alexn(0) , Y ∈ Alexk(0) and let f : X → Y be a Lipschitz
map. Then for almost all p ∈ X the following holds.
• TpX is isometric to R
n.
• Tf(p)Y is isometric to R
m × C, where C ∈ Alexk−m(0) is a cone.
• dpf exists and is a linear map with image in the R
m-factor of Tf(p)Y .
For a proof see [Lyt 02, Proposition 3.8] or [Lyt 05, Corollary 1.5]. Indeed, since almost
all points p ∈ X are regular and differentiability is a local property, one can assume that
X = Rn.
Furthermore, the Theorem still holds if f is locally Lipschitz on neighborhoods of al-
most all points.
Curves are maps2 of special interest. We introduce some notation here.
1.16 Definition. For an Alexandrov space M let γ : [a, b] → M be a curve. The right
tangent vector γ+(t) with t ∈ [a, b) and the left tangent vector γ−(t) with t ∈ (a, b] are
defined as follows.
γ±(t) := lim
ε→0+
(
1
ε
logγ(t) γ(t± ε)
)
if the limits exist.
It is clear by definition that if γ is a shortest path, the right and left tangent vector
exist and are opposite (i. e. |γ+(t)| = |γ−(t)| and 〈γ+(t), γ−(t)〉 = −1) for all t ∈ (a, b).
If γ is a Lipschitz curve, the same is true for almost all t (according to [PP 95, §2] or by
Rademacher’s Theorem, whose proof is similar) and the length of γ is given by
L(γ) =
b∫
a
|γ+(t)|dt.
2In this work, we consider curves as maps, i. e. we fix a parametrization. Hence, the terms “curve” and
“path” are interchangeable.
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Now we want to introduce the gradient of a function and gradient curves. In Rieman-
nian geometry (as well as in ordinary analysis) the direction of the gradient is at each point
uniquely determined as the direction in which the function increases most. Conversely,
this property can be taken as a definition of the gradient. In order to do this, we have
to restrict to a class of functions ensuring both, the existence of the differential and the
uniqueness of the direction where the function increases most.
A function ϕ : [a, b] → R is called λ-concave if the function t 7→ ϕ(t) − λ2 t
2 is concave
on [a, b]. Let M ∈ Alexn(κ) without boundary and U⊆˚M an open subset. A locally
Lipschitz function f : U → R is called λ-concave, if the restriction to each shortest path
contained in U is λ-concave. For spaces M with boundary consider all shortest paths in
the doubling M¯ (i. e. two copies of M are glued together along their boundaries), take
their canonical projection onto M and restrict f to these curves. Details on the doubling
procedure are given in Section 2.3.
1.17 Example. For M ∈ Alexn(0) and p ∈ M the function x 7→ 12 |xp|
2 is 1-concave
on M . This is a direct consequence of the Comparison Theorem (in fact, it enables an
equivalent definition of the curvature bound) and the fact that the doubling M¯ lies again
in Alexn(0).
1.18 Definition. Let M ∈ Alexn(κ) and U⊆˚M . A function f : U → R is called semi-
concave if for each point p ∈ U there is some λ(p) ∈ R and an open neighborhood of p in
which f is λ(p)-concave.
It is clear that a semiconcave function f : U → R is differentiable at each point p ∈ U
and the differential dpf is a concave function on TpM . Thus, the gradient which is defined
as follows exists and is well-defined.
1.19 Definition. Let M ∈ Alexn(κ) and f : U → R be semiconcave with U⊆˚M . For
p ∈ U the vector ∇pf ∈ TpM fulfilling the following conditions (compare [Pet 07, Defini-
tion 1.3.2])
(i) dpf(v) ≤ 〈∇pf, v〉 ∀ v ∈ TpM ;
(ii) dpf(∇pf) = |∇pf |
2
is called the gradient of f at p.
It follows that ∇pf in fact points in the direction where f increases most, provided
it increases in first order in some direction. If not, ∇pf = o ∈ TpM . In [PP 95, §3] that
was used as the definition for the direction of ∇pf and the following facts were proved,
compare also [Pet 07, 1.3.3–1.3.5].
1.20 Lemma. For M ∈ Alexn(κ) , U⊆˚M and a λ-concave function f : U → R let
p, q ∈ U such that pq ⊆ U . Then the following holds.
(i) 〈↑qp,∇pf〉+ 〈↑
p
q ,∇qf〉 ≥ −λ|pq|.
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(ii) |∇pf | is lower semi-continuous, i. e. lim inf
pi→p
|∇pif | ≥ |∇pf |.
These results enable the construction of gradient curves. For their definition we follow
[Pet 07, Definition 2.1.1], while in [PP 95, 3.2] a reparametrized version is used. The latter
has the property that the parameter of the gradient curve coincides at each point with the
value of the function at that point. The first version, however, is probably more standard
and gives more direct geometric results.
1.21 Definition. For M ∈ Alexn(κ) let f : M → R be a semiconcave function. A curve
α : I → R is called gradient curve of f if
α+(t) = ∇α(t)f ∀ t ∈ I.
For each point p ∈M there is a unique f -gradient curve starting at p and existing for
infinitely long future time, while the past is in general not determined. The construction
is also possible for infinite dimensional Alexandrov spaces. A proof is given in [PP 95,
Appendix]. Provided some function f : X → R has a gradient at each point and the lower
semi-continuity (ii) of Lemma 1.20 holds, Lytchak proved that gradient curves for f exist
even if X is a locally compact metric space, see [Lyt 06, Proposition 1.6]. In this general
setting the gradient curves are not necessarily unique. Uniqueness is obtained under the
assumption of more local properties, see [Lyt 06, Proposition 9.1].
The existence and uniqueness of gradient curves gives in turn the notion of some
gradient flow, sometimes also called gradient push. The latter term stresses out the fact
that the past is not determined.
1.22 Definition. Let M ∈ Alexn(κ) and f : M → R be a semiconcave function. Let αp
denote the f -gradient curve starting at p for each p ∈M . For t ≥ 0 the map
Φtf : M →M , p 7→ αp(t)
is called the gradient flow of f .
Among many nice properties of the gradient flow, see e. g. [Pet 07, Section 2.2], we only
point out a particular one which is important for later use.
1.23 Lemma. Let M ∈ Alexn(κ) and f : M → R be a λ-concave function with λ ∈ R.
Then Φtf is e
λt-Lipschitz. In particular, if λ = 0, then f is nonexpanding (i. e. 1-Lipschitz)
for all t ≥ 0.
This follows from Lemma 1.20(i). Indeed, if gradient curves αp, αq start at p, q ∈ M
and we set d(t) := |αp(t)αq(t)|, the formula mentioned implies that d
′(t) = −〈↑qp,∇pf〉 −
〈↑pq ,∇qf〉 ≤ λ · d(t) and hence d(t) ≤ e
λt.
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1.6 Structure properties
As we have seen in Section 1.3, Alexandrov spaces have local geometric properties similar
to those of Riemannian manifolds, if both have finite dimension, say n. A major differ-
ence is, however, that Riemannian manifolds look in this sense the same at each point.
The tangent space is everywhere isomorphic to Rn and each point has a neighborhood
homeomorphic to Rn. The tangent cone of an Alexandrov space M ∈ Alexn(κ) is al-
most everywhere isometric to Rn, and near such points M is an n-dimensional topological
manifold. Simple examples show that in general not the entire space M is a manifold, but
there are topological singularities. The question arises, if the set of these singularities is
again almost everywhere a topological manifold, of course one of dimension ≤ n− 1, and
so on.
An affirmative answer was given by Perelman in the unpublished preprint [Per 91,
Theorem 0.1] and more elaborated in [Per 94b]. By developing and using Morse theo-
retic arguments Perelman proved that each point p ∈ M has a neighborhood U which
is homeomorphic to the tangent cone TpM . In addition, U can be chosen as a spherical
neighborhood, i. e. as a metric ball Br(p). This result enables a stratification of M whose
strata are topological manifolds. In this form it does not take geometric singularities into
account. In order to obtain a stratification also adapted to the geometric structure, Perel-
man and Petrunin introduced in [PP 94] so-called extremal subsets of M . Although they
are not Alexandrov spaces themselves, they inherit the topologically stratified structure
of M via some relative Morse Lemma. Thus, the stratification of M can be refined such
that geometric singularities are respected.
In the following we give a short overview on the basic results in this structure theory of
Alexandrov spaces. Apart from the cited references above, we mention Kapovitch’s paper
[Kap 07] on Perelman’s Stability Theorem, the highlight of all those structure results.
1.24 Definition. For M ∈ Alexn(κ) a subset E ⊆ M is called extremal if for any
semiconcave function f : M → R the gradient flow does not leave E once it has reached
it, i. e. Φtf (p) ∈ E ∀ p ∈ E , t ≥ 0.
This definition is due to Petrunin in [Pet 07, Definition 4.1.1]. In Theorem 4.1.2 he
proved that the definition is equivalent to the one given in [PP 94, Definition 1.1], which
says that a closed subset E ⊆ M is extremal if and only if for each point q ∈ M \ E the
following holds: If the restricted distance function dq
∣∣
E
has a local minimum at p ∈ E,
then ∇pdq = o, i. e. the point p is critical for the distance function dq on M .
There are numerous results on extremal subsets in the papers mentioned above. We
will only stress out some which are essential for the present work.
1.25 Theorem. Let M ∈ Alexn(κ) and E,F ⊆ M be extremal. Then the following
holds.
(i) ΣpE ⊆ Σp is extremal for all p ∈ E.
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(ii) E ∩ F , E ∪ F , E \ F are extremal with the following spaces of direction.
Σp(E ∩ F ) = ΣpE ∩ ΣpF,
Σp(E ∪ F ) = ΣpE ∪ ΣpF,
Σp(E \ F ) = ΣpE \ ΣpF for all p ∈ E ∩ F , E ∪ F , E \ F , respectively.
Here ΣpE denotes the set of all directions in Σp coming from differentiable curves
which lie in E. The Theorem expresses implicitly that ΣpE is well-defined, but of course
this fact had to be proved. In addition, also the reverse of (i) holds: If a subset E ⊆ M
contains at least two points and ΣpE ⊆ Σp is extremal for all p ∈ E, then E is extremal.
A single point p forms an extremal set if and only if diamΣp ≤
π
2 .
1.26 Definition. Let M ∈ Alexn(κ). An extremal set E ⊆ M is called primitive if it
contains no proper extremal subset with nonempty relative interior. The main part E˚ of a
primitive extremal set E is the subset of all points not lying in another primitive extremal
set.
The next theorem gives the announced stratification of an Alexandrov space, see
[PP 94, 3.8].
1.27 Theorem. Let M ∈ Alexn(κ) be compact. The number of extremal subsets in M
is finite. Each extremal subset (in particular M itself) can be uniquely represented as the
disjoint union of main parts of primitive extremal sets.
Moreover, all these main parts are topological manifolds and hence, M is a topologically
stratified space.
In the non-compact case, all statements hold inside any compact subset of M ; in
particular, the stratification property carries over. We will give some more detail on the
Morse theoretic arguments developed by Perelman and used in order to prove the last
statement of the Theorem above.
Like the tangent space of a Riemannian manifold was generalized by the tangent cone
of an Alexandrov space, there is a class of topological spaces generalizing topological man-
ifolds in a similar way. While the latter have at each point a neighborhood homeomorphic
to Euclidean space (of fixed dimension), a so-called MCS-space (meaning multiple conic
singularities) of dimension n is a topological space X such that each point x ∈ X has a
neighborhood pointed-homeomorphic to the open cone over its boundary (pointed means
mapping x to the apex of the cone). This boundary in turn is a compact MCS-space of
dimension n−1, and the empty set is defined to be the unique MCS-space of dimension −1.
In [Per 94b, Theorem III] Perelman proved that a finite-dimensional Alexandrov space
is an MCS-space. In order to do this, we introduce a special subclass of semiconcave
functions, see [Kap 07, Section 5].
1.28 Definition. ForM ∈ Alexn(κ) let Aα ⊆M be a collection of closed subsets, λα ≥ 0
with
∑
α
λα ≤ 1 and ϕα : R→ R twice differentiable with 0 ≤ ϕ′α ≤ 1. Then the function
f : M → R , p 7→
∑
α
λαϕα
(
|pAα|
)
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is called admissible; more precisely, admissible on U =M \ (∪αAα).
It follows from the definition that an admissible function f is 1-Lipschitz and semi-
concave on U and for the differential at p ∈ U the following holds (by the chain rule and
Lemma 1.14 on page 13):
dpf(ξ) =
∑
α
−λαϕ
′
α
(
|pAα|
)
cos |⇑Aαp ξ| ∀ ξ ∈ Σp
The coefficients aα := λαϕ
′
α
(
|pAα|
)
satisfy aα ≥ 0 ,
∑
α
aα ≤ 1. Let another function
g : M → R be admissible at p with a differential satisfying dpg(ξ) =
∑
β
−bβ cos |⇑
Bβ
p ξ| for
ξ ∈ Σp. Then some scalar product is defined by
〈dpf, dpg〉 :=
∑
α,β
aαbβ cos |⇑
Aα
p ⇑
Bβ
p | .
Note that this scalar product is not completely well-defined as long as equal functions
may have different representations according to Definition 1.28. For this reason we identify
admissible functions by their representation.
A map f : M → Rk is called admissible on U ⊆ M , if all its component functions fi
are admissible on U .
1.29 Definition. Let f : M → Rk be admissible on U ⊆M and ε > 0. A point p ∈ U is
called regular point for f if there is some ε > 0 such that the following conditions hold.
(i) 〈dpfi, dpfj〉 < −ε ∀ i 6= j;
(ii) there exists some ξ ∈ Σp with dpfi(ξ) > ε ∀ i.
For an admissible map f : U → Rk we also allow the subsequent composition with
some bi-Lipschitz homeomorphism G between open sets in Rk. The map g = G ◦ f is also
called admissible and its regular points are the regular points for f .
The set of regular points is open, even with a fixed value for ε (this follows from
[Kap 07, Lemma 5.2]). There are no regular points if k > n = dimM . An admissible map
is open near its regular points.
We can now formulate Perelman’s Local Fibration Theorem or Morse Lemma, see
[Per 94b, Theorem 1.4]; compare also [Kap 07, Theorem 6.8], [Pet 07, Section 8].
1.30 Theorem (Local Fibration Theorem). Let M ∈ Alexn(κ) and g : M → Rk be
admissible on U ⊆ M . If p ∈ U is a regular point for g, then there exists an open
neighborhood Up of p such that g
∣∣
Up
is a topological bundle map. More precisely, there is
a homeomorphism h : Up → (g
−1(g(p)) ∩Up)× g(Up) satisfying π2 ◦ h = g
∣∣
Up
(where π2 is
the projection onto the second factor) and the fiber g−1(g(p)) ∩ Up =
(
g
∣∣
Up
)−1
(g(p)) is an
MCS-space of dimension n− k.
Moreover, if there is an open subset V ⊆ U such that all points in V are regular and g
∣∣
V
is a proper map, then g
∣∣
V
is the projection of a locally trivial fiber bundle.
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Since an admissible map restricted to the set of its regular points is an open map, the
second statement of the Theorem follows from the first one by a result of L.C. Siebenmann
in [Sie 72, Theorem 5.4, Corollaries 6.14, 6.9]. The first statement is proved via reverse
induction on k starting with a trivial statement for k = n+ 1, since in this case there are
no regular points. The proof is carried out in [Per 94b], compare also [Kap 07, Section 6].
The Fibration Theorem applied to the constant map M → R0 gives that M is an
MCS-space. In addition, let Mk be the set of points in M possessing a neighborhood
homeomorphic to Rk ×C, where C is a cone and k has the maximal possible value. Then
each set Mk is a topological manifold of dimension k, and the disjoint union yields the
stratification of M .
1.31 Corollary. The closure of each stratum Mk is an extremal subset. In particular, the
boundary is an extremal subset, hence closed, and satisfies ∂M =Mn−1.
This follows from Theorem 1.30 and the equivalent definition for extremal subsets
(given after Definition 1.24 on page 17), compare [PP 94, 1.2]. The statement about the
boundary follows from [Per 91, Theorem 4.6] and the fact that ∂M has everywhere local
dimension n − 1. This in turn follows by induction, since the codimension of ∂M in M
locally at p ∈ ∂M is 1 if and only if Σp(∂M) = ∂(Σp) has codimension 1 in Σp.
Theorem 1.30 can be extended to a relative version for extremal subsets. In order to do
this, the restriction of admissible maps to extremal subsets is considered. Perelman and
Petrunin proved in [PP 94] that the main results carry over, however with the following
generalization of MCS-spaces: An M˜CS-space of dimension ≤ n is defined analogously
to an MCS-space, only that the cone at each point is taken over the compact boundary
being an M˜CS-space of dimension ≤ n − 1. If in Theorem 1.30 the term “MCS-space of
dimension n − k” is replaced by “M˜CS-space of dimension ≤ n − k”, the statement also
holds for the restriction of g to some extremal subset. In particular, extremal subsets are
M˜CS-spaces and hence, primitive extremal subsets are MCS-spaces, since their dimension
is locally constant. This gives the stratification of M respecting the geometric structure.
Kapovitch gives more details on the Relative Fibration Theorem in [Kap 07, Section 9]
in order to prove his relative version of Perelman’s Stability Theorem. The latter is some-
how a generalization of the Fibration Theorem in the sense that not only subspaces of a
fixed Alexandrov spaceM are compared, but the (compact) Alexandrov spaces themselves.
Perelman proved the Stability Theorem in [Per 91, Theorem 0.3].
1.32 Theorem (Stability Theorem). Let M ∈ Alexn(κ) be compact. Then there exists
some ε(M) > 0 such that each compact Alexandrov space N ∈ Alexn(κ) with Gromov-
Hausdorff distance dGH(M,N) < ε(M) is homeomorphic to M .
The relative version due to Kapovitch, see [Kap 07, Theorem 9.2], also takes extremal
subsets into account.
CHAPTER 2
Tools for the Splitting Theorem
2.1 Shortest paths and zero measure
Assume we have an Alexandrov space M ∈ Alexn(0) and a subset X ⊆M which has n-
dimensional Hausdorff measure zero. Given two points p, q ∈M we want to find a shortest
path γ with endpoints close to p and q, respectively, such that γ ∩X has 1-dimensional
measure zero. In Euclidean space the existence of such shortest path is ensured by Fubini’s
Theorem. For Riemannian manifolds with lower Ricci curvature bounds the result follows
from the segment inequality proved by J. Cheeger and T. Colding in [CC96, Theorem 2.11].
In the case of Alexandrov spaces Otsu and Shioya considered in [OS94] the set of
singular points, which has measure zero (compare Section 1.3) and satisfies the condition
from above, see [OS 94, Theorem 6.4]. In fact, they proved even more, since the set of
singular points has special properties. In particular, since by Petrunin’s result the set
of regular points is convex, we can find our desired shortest path such that it does not
intersect at all with the set of singular points.
Nevertheless, for an arbitrary subset X with measure zero we still can adopt the first
part of the proof by Otsu and Shioya.
2.1 Proposition. Let M ∈ Alexn(0) and X ⊆ M with µn(X) = 0, where µn denotes
the n-dimensional Hausdorff measure. Let p, q ∈M and ε > 0.
Then there exists a shortest path γ = pˆqˆ with endpoints pˆ ∈ Bε(p) , qˆ ∈ Bε(q) such that
µ1(γ ∩X) = 0. Moreover, γ can be chosen to consist only of regular points.
Since the proof is according to [OS 94], all citations in the following proof refer to that
paper, if not otherwise stated.
Proof. Denote the set of singular points inM by SM . We have µn(SM ) = 0 by Theorem A.
Let x ∈ Bε(p) , y ∈ Bε(q) be regular points. Then there is a local bi-Lipschitz natural
chart (Lemma 3.6(4)), i. e. there are points p1, . . . , pn ∈ M and an open neighborhood U
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of y such that the mapping ϕ : U → Rn , y 7→ (|yp1|, . . . , |ypn|) is a bi-Lipschitz homeo-
morphism. Moreover, the point x can be taken as one of the base points pi. In addition,
we choose U small enough to ensure U ⊆ Bε(q).
For t ∈ R we set Ft := {u ∈ U | |xu| = |xy|+ t}. The local bi-Lipschitz chart gives us
the existence of some δ > 0 such that for all t with |t| < δ we have that 0 < µn−1(Ft) <∞
(since this is true for the hyperplanes ϕ(Ft) ⊆ R
n). The coarea formula in Rn implies
that
δ∫
−δ
µn−1(Ft)dt ≤ c1 · µn({u ∈ U |
∣∣|xu| − |xy|∣∣ < δ})
with a constant c1 > 0 coming from the bi-Lipschitz chart ϕ. Together with µn(X∪SM ) =
0 we obtain that
δ∫
−δ
µn−1(Ft ∩ (X ∪ SM ))dt ≤ c1 · µn
(
{u ∈ U |
∣∣|xu| − |xy|∣∣ < δ} ∩ (X ∪ SM )) = 0.
Thus, we can choose some t ∈ (−δ, δ) such that µn−1(F ∩ (X ∪ SM)) = 0 holds for
F := Ft. We equip F with the induced metric from the ambient space M , rescale it by
the factor 1/|xF | and consider the cone K(F/|xF |). Let A := B¯|xF |(o) ⊆ K(F/|xF |) be
the closed ball of radius |xF | centered at the apex. Now we define a map f : A→M like
follows.
For each point z ∈ F we fix a shortest path xz. Given (s, a) ∈ A (i. e. 0 ≤ s ≤ |xF | ,
a ∈ F ) let f(s, a) be the point b ∈ xa with |xb| = s. For a ∈ F let βa := [0, |xF |] × {a}
denote the ray segment in A. It immediately follows that f maps each βa isometrically onto
the corresponding shortest path xa. Moreover, by Toponogov’s Comparison Theorem, the
map f is noncontracting. Indeed, let (s, a), (t, b) ∈ A. Triangle comparison gives (using
Theorem 1.5 on page 9) that d(f(s, a), f(t, b)) ≥ d(f(s, a), f(t, b)).
F
a
b
f(s, a) f(t, b)
x
a¯
b¯
f(s, a) f(t, b)
x¯
In addition, the inequality d(f(s, a), f(t, b)) ≥ d((s, a), (t, b)) follows from the definition of
the cone metric on K(F/|xF |). Hence f is noncontracting.
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By the coarea formula (applied to the corresponding cone over the hyperplane ϕ(F ) ⊆
Rn) and µn(X ∪ SM) = 0, we obtain for any r ∈ (0, |xF |) that∫
F
µ1
(
(βz ∩ f
−1(X ∪ SM )) \Br(o)
)
dz ≤ c2 · µn
(
(f−1(X ∪ SM )) \Br(o)
)
≤ c2 · µn
(
(f(A) ∩ (X ∪ SM )) \Br(x)
)
= 0
for some constant c2 > 0 depending on the bi-Lipschitz chart ϕ and on Lipschitz constants
coming from the central projections onto F or ϕ(F ), respectively, in the corresponding
cones. Thus, for any r ∈ (0, |xF |) and almost all z ∈ F we have that
µ1
(
(xz ∩ (X ∪ SM)) \Br(x)
)
= 0.
A sequence ri ց 0 gives now the result
µ1
(
xz ∩ (X ∪ SM)
)
= µ1
(⋃
i
((xz ∩ (X ∪ SM)) \Bri(x))
)
= 0
for almost all z ∈ F ⊆ Bε(q).
In addition, because of µn−1(F ∩(X∪SM )) = 0, the point z ∈ F can be chosen regular.
Then, by the convexity of the set of regular points, the shortest path xz consists entirely
of regular points.
2.2 Extendable shortest paths
As stated earlier, Otsu and Shioya even proved that dimH(SM ) ≤ n− 1. In order to give
a simpler proof for the weaker statement µn(SM ) = 0, Otsu introduced in [Ots 97] the
cut locus Cutp for p ∈ M and proved (Proposition 2.2 op. cit.) that µn(Cutp) = 0. More
precisely, Cutp is defined as the set of all points x ∈M such that there is no shortest path
starting at p and containing x as an interior point. Thus, for all y /∈ Cutp a shortest path
py can be extended beyond y, in particular it is unique.
Given a closed subset A ⊆ M we are interested in the set of points x ∈ M \ A such
that a shortest path between x and A can be extended beyond x. We ask if this is true for
almost all x ∈M \ A, which is affirmative by Otsu’s result in the case |A| = 1 and hence
also if A is countable. A modification of Otsu’s proof gives a positive answer for arbitrary
closed subsets.
2.2 Proposition. Let M ∈ Alexn(0) and A ⊆ M be a closed subset. Let X denote the
set of points x ∈M \ A such that each shortest path between x and A cannot be extended
as a shortest path beyond x. Then X has n-dimensional Hausdorff measure zero.
Proof. For each δ > 0 we define the following set:
W δ := {x ∈M | x lies on a shortest path from some x˜ to A with |x˜A| = (1 + δ)|xA| }
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Since the corresponding point x˜ is unique for x ∈W δ, the map
Eδ : W δ →M , x 7→ x˜
is well-defined. In the case |A| = 1 it is an immediate consequence of Toponogov’s Com-
parison Theorem that Eδ is a (1+ δ)-Lipschitz map. In our general case we want to apply
the extended Comparison Theorem 1.5 on page 9 and have to ensure that the triangle
in R2 we want compare with exists. For that reason we only prove the existence of the
Lipschitz constant locally and for δ ≤ 14 . This is no restriction since W
δ′ ⊇ W δ holds for
δ′ ≤ δ.
Given z ∈M \A we set U := Br(z) ∩W
δ with r = 14 |zA|. For x, y ∈ U let p, q denote
the endpoints of the shortest paths from x˜ = Eδ(x) and y˜ = Eδ(y), respectively, to A. We
obtain that
|x˜z|+ |xz| ≤ |x˜x|+ 2|xz| = δ · |xA|+ 2|xz|
≤ δ(|xz| + |zA|) + 2|xz| = δ · |zA|+ (2 + δ)|xz|
≤
1
4
|zA|+
9
4
·
1
4
· |zA| ≤ |zA|
≤ |xA|+ |xz| ≤ |x˜p|+ |xz|
which yields that |x˜z| ≤ |x˜p|. Together with the analog estimate |y˜z| ≤ |y˜q| we have that
|x˜y˜| ≤ |x˜z|+ |y˜z| ≤ |x˜p|+ |y˜q|.
Thus we can consider the triangle p′x˜′y˜′ in R2 satisfying |p′x˜′| = |px˜| , |p′y˜′| = |qy˜| ,
|x˜′y˜′| = |x˜y˜|. Let x′ ∈ p′x˜′ and y′ ∈ p′y˜′ be the corresponding points to x and y, re-
spectively. The mapping p 7→ p′ , q 7→ p′ , x˜ 7→ x˜′ , y˜ 7→ y˜′ is 1-Lipschitz and extends by
Theorem 1.5. Hence we have that |xy| ≥ |x′y′| and therefore
|x˜y˜| = |x˜′y˜′| = (1 + δ)|x′y′| ≤ (1 + δ)|xy|.
x˜
x
p
A
y˜
y
q
x˜′
x′
p′
y˜′
y′
This proves that Eδ is locally Lipschitz, and the Lipschitz constant is always 1 + δ.
Now let R > 0 and B(A,R) := {x ∈M | 0 < |xA| < R}. The map
Eδ
∣∣
W δ∩B(A,R) : W
δ∩B(A,R)→ B(A, (1 + δ)R)
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is surjective and locally (1 + δ)-Lipschitz. Since M is second countable, and so is W δ∩
B(A,R), we obtain that
µn(B(A, (1 + δ)R)) ≤ (1 + δ)
nµn(W
δ∩B(A,R)).
Now assume that A is compact and therefore µn(B(A,R)) < ∞ (by the Bishop-Gromov
inequality). Then we let δ ց 0 and obtain that
µn(B(A,R)) ≤ µn
 ⋃
0<δ≤1/4
(W δ∩B(A,R))
 = µn(B(A,R) \X)
for each R > 0. Therefore, we have that µn(X) = 0.
If A is not compact, let Ai be a sequence of compact sets satisfying Ai ⊆ Ai+1 and⋃
i∈NAi = A. For the corresponding sets Xi we have that µn(Xi) = 0 ∀ i ∈ N. Now the
result follows from the fact that X ⊆
⋃
i∈NXi.
In particular, for almost all points x ∈ M \ A a shortest path from x to A is unique.
This can also be obtained by Rademacher’s Theorem 1.15 on page 14.
2.3 Boundary strata and doubling
For M ∈ Alexn(κ) the boundary ∂M is the union of all primitive extremal subsets of
codimension 1, compare Corollary 1.31 on page 20. In the subsequent work we deal with
components of the boundary which are not necessarily primitive, but have locally constant
dimension and hence are MCS-spaces. The following definition is for the present work and
not standard.
2.3 Definition. LetM ∈ Alexn(κ) with ∂M 6= ∅. A union of primitive extremal subsets
of codimension 1 is called a boundary stratum. Furthermore, a stratification of ∂M is a
collection of boundary strata such that each primitive extremal subset of codimension 1
is contained in exactly one boundary stratum.
Thus, a boundary stratum is an MCS-space of codimension 1, while the intersection
of two distinct elements of a stratification of ∂M (this intersection is an extremal subset
according to Theorem 1.25 on page 17) has codimension ≥ 2. Trivial examples of stratifi-
cations of ∂M are, of course, the collection of primitive extremal subsets of codimension 1,
or just the entire boundary itself.
If M ∈ Alexn(κ) has nonempty boundary, two isometric copies of M can be glued
together along their boundaries. This yields the so-called doubling M¯ ∈ Alexn(κ) with
empty boundary. The procedure was developed by Perelman in [Per 91, Theorem 5.2]
(Doubling Theorem) and generalized by Petrunin in [Pet 97, Theorem 2.1] (Gluing Theo-
rem) to the case that two Alexandrov spaces with isometric boundaries are glued together.
For the present work we need a slight extension of the Doubling Theorem, such that only
some boundary strata are glued together with their counterparts.
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2.4 Definition. For M ∈ Alexn(κ) with ∂M 6= ∅ let F be a boundary stratum. Let
M1 be isometric to M via ϕ : M → M1; in particular, ϕ(F ) ⊆M1 is a boundary stratum
of M1. Then the doubling M¯ is the metric space obtained by gluing M and M1 via ϕ
∣∣
F
.
More precisely, M¯ =M ⊔M1/∼ whereM ⊔M1 denotes the disjoint union and p ∼ q :⇐⇒
p ∈ F, q = ϕ(q) or q ∈ F, p = ϕ(q). The metric dM¯ on M¯ is given as follows (we identify
F with M ∩M1):
dM¯ (p, q) =
|pq| : p, q ∈M or p, q ∈M1min
r∈F
(
|pr|+ |qr|
)
: p ∈M , q ∈M1
2.5 Theorem (Doubling Theorem). Let M ∈ Alexn(κ) with ∂M 6= ∅ and let F be a
boundary stratum. Then M¯ is an Alexandrov space M¯ ∈ Alexn(κ).
The proof is almost the same as Perelman’s. We include it here, since the paper [Per 91]
is not published. A proof will also be included in the upcoming book on Alexandrov
geometry by Alexander, Kapovitch and Petrunin. The following simple lemma is for later
use, too.
2.6 Lemma. Let M ∈ Alexn(κ) and E ⊆ M an extremal subset with locally constant
dimension (i. e. an MCS-space). Then for all p ∈ E the subset ΣpE ⊆ Σp is extremal with
locally constant dimension. In particular, if E is a boundary stratum of M , then ΣpE is
a boundary stratum of Σp.
Proof. Let dimE = k and p ∈ E. The subset ΣpE is extremal according to Theorem 1.25
on page 17. An open subset U⊆˚ΣpE induces an open subset of K(ΣpE) \ {apex}. Since
the cone K(ΣpE) is pointed homeomorphic to some open neighborhood of p in E and E
has everywhere local dimension k, the set U has dimension k − 1.
Proof of the Doubling Theorem. First of all, M¯ is again a complete length space. This
follows immediately (note that F is closed); see also [BBI 01, Section 3.1] for gluing pro-
cedures of length spaces.
Now we argue by induction on n = dimM , the base step n = 1 being trivial. Since F
is an extremal subset, any shortest path in M with an interior point lying in F has to lie
entirely in F . Therefore, if two points p, q ∈ M¯ do not lie both in F , each shortest path
pq can intersect F in at most one point. Otherwise, the canonical projection of pq onto
M would contain a shortest path in M with an interior point in F .
Let p ∈ F and a ∈M , a1 ∈M1 be distinct from p. We fix shortest paths pa ⊆M and
pa1 ⊆ M1. According to Lemma 2.6, the subset ΣpF is a boundary stratum of Σp and is
not empty if n ≥ 2. Hence, by induction assumption, we have that Σ¯p ∈ Alex
n−1(1). We
want to prove the following assertion:
∡apa1 = |↑
a
p↑
a1
p | (1)
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The directions on the right hand side satisfy ↑ap, ↑
a1
p ∈ Σ¯p. The angle on the left hand
side is defined as the lower angle in length spaces, compare [BBI 01, Section 3.6.5]:
∡apa1 := lim inf
x,x1→p
x∈pa , x1∈pa1
∡˜κxpx1
If ↑ap∈ ΣpF or ↑
a1
p ∈ ΣpF , there is nothing to prove in (1). Thus, we may assume that
a, a1 /∈ F . Let x ∈ pa and x1 ∈ pa1 be distinct from p and set y := xx1 ∩ F . By triangle
comparison we obtain that
∡˜κxpx1 ≥ ∡˜κxpy + ∡˜κypx1.
F
M1M
p
x
a
x1
a1
y
S2κ
△˜κxpy
△˜
κypx
1
△˜κxpx1p¯
Furthermore, there is some ν > 0 and ξ ∈ ΣpF such that
∡˜κxpy + ∡˜κypx1 ≥ ∡xpy + ∡ypx− 2ν ≥ |↑
x
p ξ|+ |↑
x1
p ξ| − 4ν
holds, where ν can be made arbitrary small by choosing x and x1 sufficiently close to p.
This is a consequence of Theorem 1.6 on page 10 (compare also [BBI 01, Remark 10.9.4])
and ΣpF being extremal (compare [PP 94, Proposition 3.3]). Therefore we have that
∡apa1 ≥ |↑
a
p↑
a1
p |.
In particular, in the case |↑ap↑
a1
p | = π the assertion (1) is proved. Therefore, we assume
that |↑ap↑
a1
p | < π. Let ν > 0 be given small enough to fulfill |↑
a
p↑
a1
p | < π− 4ν. Now choose
ξ ∈ ΣpF such that | ↑
a
p ξ| + | ↑
a1
p ξ| ≤ | ↑
a
p↑
a1
p | + ν and choose y ∈ F distinct from p such
that | ↑yp ξ| ≤ ν. If y is close enough to p (which we may assume), it is possible to choose
points x ∈ pa , x1 ∈ pa1 distinct from p such that the inequality
∡˜κxpx1 ≤ ∡˜κxpy + ∡˜κypx1
holds. Then we obtain that
∡˜κxpy+ ∡˜κypx1 ≤ ∡xpy+∡ypx1 ≤ |↑
a
p↑
y
p |+ |↑
a1
p ↑
y
p | ≤ |↑
a
p ξ|+ |↑
a1
p ξ|+2ν ≤ |↑
a
p↑
a1
p |+3ν
which yields
∡apa1 ≤ |↑
a
p↑
a1
p |.
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Thus, (1) is proved. In particular, if apa1 is a shortest path, we have that |↑
a
p↑
a1
p | = π.
Furthermore, since Σ¯p ∈ Alex
n−1(1), we obtain that
|↑ap ξ|+ |↑
a1
p ξ| ≤ π ∀ ξ ∈ Σ¯p. (2)
This implies that for b = b1 ∈ F and symmetric shortest paths pb ⊆M , pb1 ⊆M1 the
following holds:
|↑ap↑
b
p |+ |↑
a1
p ↑
b1
p | ≤ |↑
a
p↑
b
p |+ |↑
a1
p ↑
b
p | ≤ π (3)
Now the angle comparison condition can be proved, first for some special triangles.
Let △baa1 ⊆ M¯ with b ∈ F , a ∈ M \ F , a1 ∈ M1 \ F and set p := aa1 ∩ F . Choose
symmetric shortest paths pb ⊆M , pb1 ⊆M1. By (3) we have that
∡˜κbpa+ ∡˜κbpa1 ≤ |↑
a1
p ↑
b1
p |+ |↑
a
p↑
b
p | ≤ π
and can apply Alexandrov’s Lemma, see [BBI 01, Lemma 4.3.3]. We obtain that
∡˜κbaa1 ≤ ∡˜κbap ≤ ∡bap = ∡baa1
and analogously
∡˜κba1a ≤ ∡˜κba1p ≤ ∡ba1p = ∡ba1a.
For t ≥ 0 small enough let a(t) ∈ ab such that |a a(t)| = t. As t increases from 0, the
distance |a1a(t)| is in first order bounded below by the corresponding distance in △˜κaba1,
since ∡baa1 ≥ ∡˜κba1a. Therefore, we obtain that
lim inf
t→0+
∡˜κa1ba(t)− ∡˜κa1ba
t
≥ 0.
This is true for any such triangle with the point b fixed and hence implies monotonicity
of angles at b. In particular, ∡aba1 exists and satisfies ∡˜κaba1 ≤ ∡aba1. Moreover, it
follows from (1) that the space of directions ΣpM¯ exists and coincides with Σ¯p.
Finally, the angle comparison condition holds for any triangle in M¯ . Let △abc ⊆ M¯
with a, b ∈M \ F , c ∈M1 \ F and let p := ac ∩ F . According to (2) we have that
∡˜κapb+ ∡˜κbpc ≤ |↑
a
p↑
b
p |+ |↑
b
p↑
c
p | ≤ π
and can again apply Alexandrov’s Lemma. This implies angle comparisons in an analogous
way as above. In addition, adjacent angles always sum up to π, which completes the proof
of the angle condition as given in [BBI 01, Definition 4.1.15]
If this version of the Doubling Theorem is applied to the boundary stratification con-
sisting of just the boundary itself, we get the standard version of the Theorem. In partic-
ular, M¯ has empty boundary in this case. Otherwise we observe the following fact.
2.7 Corollary. Let M ∈ Alexn(k) and E,F be boundary strata. Let M¯ be the doubling
obtained by gluing along E. Then F¯ (i. e. the set of points in M¯ whose canonical projection
onto M lies in F ) is a boundary stratum of M¯ .
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This is an immediate consequence of the definitions and the doubling procedure.
2.8 Corollary. Let M ∈ Alexn(κ) with κ ≥ 0 and let F be some boundary stratum.
Then the distance function dF := d(F, ·) is concave on M \ F . It is strictly concave if
κ > 0.
Proof. According to [Per 91, Theorem 6.1] the distance function d∂M to the boundary is
concave onM \∂M (strictly if κ > 0); see also [Pet 07, Theorem 3.3.1]. Thus, the assertion
is proved if F = ∂M . Otherwise let E := ∂M \ F . Clearly, E is a boundary stratum.
If we glue along E and consider the doubling M¯ , we have that ∂M¯ = F¯ . Therefore,
the distance function dF¯ is (strictly) concave on M¯ \ F¯ , which yields that dF is (strictly)
concave on M \ F .
It is of course possible to prove the statement directly by modifying the proofs of
Perelman or Petrunin, respectively.
Note that in fact dF restricted to any shortest path pq ⊆M is a concave function, also
if pq ∩F 6= ∅. This is clear by continuity, as well as the fact that “strictly” does not carry
over. We will often use this concavity on the entire space M , but strictly speaking dF on
M is not (semi-) concave in the sense of Definition 1.18 on page 15. In particular, the
gradient ∇pdF is only defined for p ∈ M \ F , so far. By the next lemma we can remove
this deficiency.
2.9 Lemma. For M ∈ Alexn(0) let F be some boundary stratum and p ∈ F . Then
there exists a unique direction ξ ∈ Σp where dF increases most. Moreover, if E is another
boundary stratum and p ∈ E, then ξ ∈ ΣpE.
Proof. First of all, there are directions in which dF increases, namely ↑
q
p for each shortest
path pq with q ∈M \F . Take ξ ∈ Σp such that dΣpF attains its maximum at ξ. According
to Corollary 2.8 this maximum point is unique since dΣpF is strictly concave on Σp \ΣpF .
If E is another boundary stratum with p ∈ E, we glue along E and consider the
doubling M¯ and Σ¯p, respectively. It is clear by the doubling definition that ξ ∈ Σ¯p is also
a maximum point for dΣ¯pF¯ , and the same holds for its reflexion point. On the other hand,
the procedure from above applied to the function dΣ¯pF¯ on Σ¯p gives a unique maximum
point. Thus, ξ and its reflexion point must coincide, which is equivalent to ξ ∈ ΣpE.
By this result, the gradient of dF is well-defined also at p ∈ F ; note that the directional
derivatives exist by concavity of dF and satisfy dpdF (ξ) = − cos
(
dΣpF (ξ) +
π
2
)
∀ ξ ∈ Σp.
Lemma 1.20 on page 15 carries over and ensures the existence of unique gradient curves
starting at all points in F . In addition, once some gradient curve of dF reaches another
boundary stratum E, it stays in E. The same is true, by definition, for each extremal
subset not intersecting F . In fact, we have the following stronger statement.
2.10 Lemma. For M ∈ Alexn(0) let F be some boundary stratum. Let E ⊆ M be a
compact extremal subset satisfying E ∩ F = ∅. Then dF is constant on E, attaining its
maximum.
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Proof. Since F is closed and E compact, there are points p ∈ E , q ∈ F satisfying |pq| =
|EF | 6= 0. Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists p′ ∈ M such that dF (p′) >
dF (p). By concavity of dF we have that
0 < dpdF (↑
p′
p ) = − cos |⇑
F
p ↑
p′
p |
and therefore ∡qpp′ > π2 . On the other hand, the distance function d(q, ·)
∣∣
E
attains its
minimum at p. Since E is extremal, it follows that ∡qpp′ ≤ π2 , a contradiction.
As another consequence of Lemma 2.9 we formulate the following statement.
2.11 Lemma. For M ∈ Alexn(0) let F be some boundary stratum and p ∈ M \ F . Let
q ∈ F be the endpoint of some shortest path from p to F . Then qp is perpendicular to F ,
i. e. |↑pq ξ| =
π
2 ∀ ξ ∈ ΣqF . Moreover, if q is also the endpoint of some shortest path from
p′ ∈M \F to F , then pq ⊆ p′q or p′q ⊆ pq. In addition, if E is another boundary stratum,
then q ∈ E implies p ∈ E.
Proof. Let ξ ∈ ΣqF . We have by assumption that |pq| = |pF |, which implies that
|↑pq ξ| ≥
π
2 . The reverse inequality follows since F is extremal. The shortest path qp
coincides with the gradient curve αq of dF . Therefore, it is unique in the sense of the sec-
ond assertion of the Lemma. In addition, if q ∈ E, then Lemma 2.9 implies that αq ⊆ E,
in particular p ∈ E.
The following result is also an application of concavity and extremality.
2.12 Lemma. Let M ∈ Alexn(0) and let F1, F2 be two elements of some stratification
of ∂M . Then for any point p ∈M \ (F1 ∪ F2) we have that
|⇑F1p ⇑
F2
p | ≥
π
2
.
Proof. Let qi ∈ Fi , i = 1, 2 such that |pqi| = |pFi|. Assume, by way of contradiction, that
∡q1pq2 <
π
2 and hence dpdF1(↑
q2
p ) < 0. Let r ∈ F1 be closest to q2, then concavity of dF1
implies that dpdF1(↑
p
q2) > 0 and therefore ∡pq2r >
π
2 . This contradicts the extremality
of F2.
We conclude this section with the remark that for dFi each local maximum is in fact
global. This follows immediately from concavity.
2.4 Superlevel sets
The fact that the distance function to the boundary of an Alexandrov spaceM ∈ Alexn(0)
is concave implies that superlevel sets of this function are convex subsets. In particular, if
M is compact, the (super)level set to the maximal value of d∂F is an Alexandrov space of
dimension < n. If it has nonempty boundary, the procedure can be iterated and gives in
the end a convex subset S ⊆ M without boundary, called the soul of M . This approach
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was developed by Perelman in [Per 91, Section 6] in order to generalize the Soul Theorem
by Cheeger and Gromoll (see [CG72]) to Alexandrov spaces. More precisely, Perelman
proved that the procedure described above also works in the non-compact case and that
the resulting soul is a deformation retract of M .
If M ∈ Alexn(0) is compact and a metric product M = A×B of Alexandrov spaces
A,B with nonnegative curvature, each factor, say A, can be considered as a “soul” of M
(it might have boundary, though). Moreover, the entire space M is fibrated into isometric
copies of A. Thus, a basic step in the proof of the Splitting Theorem is to find a fibration
of M into convex subsets which are all isometric.
In order to find some “soul” of M ∈ Alexn(0) at each point p ∈ M , we consider
superlevel sets of distance functions dF , where F is some boundary stratum. The (su-
per)level set to the maximum value of dF is a convex set. Now the question arises how
to construct such convex sets at each point in M . The principle is the following: If E is
another boundary stratum, it turns out that each superlevel set M ′ of dE is a space which
looks essentially the same as M , as long as no collapse1 happens. This means, we consider
M ′ = d−1E ([s, a]) with a = maxM
dE and s < a. Then F
′ := F ∩M ′ is a boundary stratum
in M ′, and the construction from above can be performed in M ′ giving another convex
subset.
The procedure will be formalized in the next chapter. Here we prepare the basic tools.
2.13 Lemma. Let M ∈ Alexn(0) be compact and let F1 be some boundary stratum. Then
M ′ := d−1F1 ([s, a1]) satisfies M
′ ∈ Alexn(0) for all s < a1 := max
p∈M
dF1(p). In addition, if F2
is another boundary stratum, we set F ′2 := F2 ∩M
′. Then for the space M ′ the following
holds: dF ′
2
= dF2
∣∣
M ′
and F ′2 is a boundary stratum of M
′.
Proof. The function dF1 is concave and therefore,M
′ ⊆M is a convex subset, in particular
an Alexandrov space of nonnegative curvature. Since the Hausdorff dimension of M is
locally constant and s < a1 by assumption, we have that dimH M
′ = dimH M = n.
Let p ∈M ′ \ F ′2 and q ∈ F2 such that dF2(p) = |pq|. We claim that this implies q ∈ F
′
2
and hence dF2
∣∣
M ′
= dF ′
2
. First, we may assume that q /∈ F1, because by Lemma 2.11 on the
facing page, q ∈ F1 implies p ∈ F1 and therefore the trivial case thatM
′ =M . Take r ∈ F1
at minimal distance to q /∈ F1. By extremality of F2 and the choice of q, we obtain that
∡pqr ≤ π2 and hence dqdF1(↑
p
q) ≤ 0. Concavity of dF1 implies that dF1(q) ≥ dF1(p) ≥ s,
which means that q ∈M ′ and proves the claim.
Now it is clear that the following holds: If p ∈M ′ \ F ′2 is given and the function dp
∣∣
F ′
2
attains its minimum at q ∈ F ′2, we have that ∡pqx ≤
π
2 ∀x ∈ M
′. Therefore, F ′2 is an
extremal set in M ′; recall that F ′2 is closed. In addition, we have that F ′2 \ d
−1
F1
(s) = F ′2.
Indeed, for x ∈ F ′2 ∩ d
−1
F1
(s) the gradient curve to dF1 stays in F
′
2 and immediately leaves
the level set d−1F1 (s). Since F2 is a boundary stratum and M
′ ⊆ M is a convex subset,
1in other words, as long as dimH M
′ = dimH M . Recall that the dimension of Alexandrov spaces cannot
explode under Gromov-Hausdorff limits by Gromov’s Compactness Theorem.
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the set of points x ∈ F ′2 \ d
−1
F1
(s) with tangent cones TxM ≈ R
n−1 × R+ (≈ meaning
homeomorphic) is dense in F ′2 \ d
−1
F1
(s), compare Corollary 1.31 on page 20. Thus, this set
is also dense in F ′2 and since F
′
2 ⊆M
′ is extremal, it is a boundary stratum of M ′.
Based on this result it can be shown that any stratification of ∂M gives an analog
stratification of ∂M ′.
2.14 Proposition. LetM ∈ Alexn(0) be compact and let F1, . . . , Fℓ be some stratification
of ∂M . Let M ′ := d−1F1 ([s, a1]) with 0 ≤ s < a1 := maxp∈M
dF1(p) and define F
′
1 := d
−1
F1
(s) and
F ′i := Fi∩M
′ for i = 2, . . . , ℓ. Then F ′1, . . . , F
′
ℓ is a stratification of ∂M
′ and the following
holds: ⋂
i∈I
Fi = ∅ ⇐⇒
⋂
i∈I
F ′i = ∅ for each subset I ⊆ {1, . . . , ℓ}
Proof. According to Lemma 2.13 the sets F ′2, . . . F
′
ℓ are boundary strata. We consider F
′
1
and again, for s = 0 there is nothing to prove. Let A1 := {p ∈M | dF1(p) = a1}.
The function dF1 is admissible and regular on M \ (F1 ∪ A1), compare Section 1.6.
Hence, by the Local Fibration Theorem 1.30 on page 19, the set F ′1 = d
−1
F1
(s) is an MCS-
space of dimension n−1. In particular, the set of points possessing a neighborhood U⊆˚F ′1
homeomorphic to Rn−1 is dense in F ′1. Let p ∈ U⊆˚F
′
1 be such a point. Again by the
Fibration Theorem, p has some neighborhood V ⊆˚M satisfying V ≈ U ×R. This implies
that V ∩M ′ is a neighborhood of p in M ′ fulfilling V ∩M ′ ≈ U × R+ ≈ Rn−1 × R+.
Therefore, we have that p ∈ ∂M ′. Since such points p are dense in F ′1 and ∂M
′ is closed,
we obtain that F ′1 ⊆ ∂M
′. This in turn implies that F ′1 ∪ . . . ∪ F
′
ℓ ⊆ ∂M
′, and the reverse
inclusion is trivial, because any boundary point inM ′\(F ′1∪ . . .∪F
′
ℓ) would be a boundary
point in M \ (F1 ∪ . . . ∪ Fℓ) = ∅.
This implies that ∂M ′ \ (F ′2 ∪ . . . ∪ F
′
ℓ) = F
′
1 \ (F
′
2 ∪ . . . ∪ F
′
ℓ) = F
′
1 is a boundary
stratum, since F ′2, . . . , F
′
ℓ are boundary strata and the second equality follows like in the
proof of Lemma 2.13. Moreover, the collection F ′1, . . . , F
′
ℓ is a stratification of ∂M
′.
It remains to examine the intersections of boundary strata. The stratum F1 plays a
special role, so let I ⊆ {2, . . . , ℓ} and F :=
⋂
i∈I
Fi , F
′ :=
⋂
i∈I
F ′i .
If F = ∅, clearly also F ′ = ∅. Thus, let F 6= ∅ and consider the following two cases.
If F1 ∩ F = ∅, we can apply Lemma 2.10 on page 29, because F is an extremal set.
This gives that F ⊆ A1 ⊆M
′ and therefore F ′ = F .
If F1 ∩ F 6= ∅, let p ∈ F1 ∩ F and consider the gradient curve αp of the function dF1 .
Since αp(t) ∈ F ∀ t ≥ 0 (by Lemma 2.9 on page 29), there exists T > 0 such that
dF1(αp(T )) = s. This implies that αp(T ) ∈ F
′
1 ∩ F
′ 6= ∅ and completes the proof.
2.15 Corollary. For some compact M ∈ Alexn(0) let F1, . . . , Fℓ be a stratification of
∂M and 0 ≤ si < ai := max
p∈M
dFi(p) for i = 1, . . . , ℓ. If the space M
′ := d−1F1 ([s1, a1]) ∩
. . . ∩ d−1Fℓ ([sℓ, aℓ]) is non-collapsed, then its boundary possesses the stratification ∂M
′ =
F ′1 ∪ . . . ∪ F
′
ℓ with boundary strata F
′
i := d
−1
Fi
(si) ∩M
′. Moreover, the intersection of any
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collection of the strata Fi is empty if and only if the intersection of the corresponding
strata F ′i is empty.
Proof. This follows by iterated use of Proposition 2.14 and the fact that the order of
taking superlevel sets is irrelevant according to Lemma 2.13. Indeed, in any space M ′ =
d−1Fi ([si, ai]) the distance function dF ′j is just the restriction dFj
∣∣
M ′
for j 6= i. In addition,
of course, dF ′i = dFi
∣∣
M ′
− si.
An operation very often used in the subsequent work is the following: If p ∈ M and
F is some boundary stratum, we consider the superlevel set M ′ = d−1F ([dF (p),max dF ]).
We simply say that F is shifted to p and often rename M ′ and F ′ back to M and F to
simplify notation.
2.5 Structure results on intersections of boundary strata
As we have seen in the last section, if M is given with some assumptions about boundary
strata and their intersecting behaviour, then any superlevel set fulfills the same assump-
tions (as long as no collapse happens). This implies that structure results about boundary
strata and in particular their intersections carry over to such superlevel sets M ′ ⊆ M .
Also vice versa, some results can be obtained only for superlevel sets M ′ $ M (since an
ambient space is needed) and then may carry over to M by the Stability Theorem.
We will see later how this works in detail.
2.16 Lemma. Let M ∈ Alexn(0) be compact and let F1, . . . , Fk+1 be a subcollection
of some stratification of ∂M . As always we set ai = max
p∈M
dFi(p) and Ai := {p ∈ M |
dFi(p) = ai}. Assume that the following holds.
(i) F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk+1 = ∅;
(ii) F1 ∩ . . . ∩ F̂j ∩ . . . ∩ Fk+1 6= ∅ ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}.
For j ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1} let p ∈ Aj and q ∈ M such that for all i 6= j we have that
dFi(q) < dFi(p) if dFi(p) > 0 and dFi(q) = 0 if dFi(p) = 0.
Then also q ∈ Aj . Moreover, it follows that Aj ⊆ F1 ∪ . . . ∪ F̂j ∪ . . . ∪ Fk+1.
Note that, according to a standard definition, X̂ means that X is omitted in the
respective collection.
Proof. We show the assertion for Ak+1. First of all, by the assumptions and Lemma 2.10
on page 29, we have that F1 ∩ . . .∩Fk ⊆ Ak+1. According to Corollary 2.15 on the facing
page, the analog is true for each superlevel set as long as no collapse occurs.
For i = 1, . . . , k we set si := dFi(p) and ti := dFi(q). Now consider the space M
′ :=
d−1F1 ([t1, a1]) ∩ . . . ∩ d
−1
Fk
([tk, ak]), which is not collapsed since ti < si or ti = si = 0. We
have that q ∈ F ′1 ∩ . . . ∩ F
′
k and again by Lemma 2.10, the function dFk+1
∣∣
M ′
attains its
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maximum at q. On the other hand we have that p ∈M ′ and therefore ak+1 = dFk+1(p) ≤
dFk+1(q) ≤ ak+1. This implies everywhere equality and hence q ∈ Ak+1.
Assume now, by way of contradiction, that si > 0 ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Let z ∈ F1∩. . .∩Fk
and r > 0 satisfying r < si ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Then, by the first part, the ball Br(z) (taken
in M) is contained in Ak+1, a contradiction to the definition of Ak+1.
Hence, for each p ∈ Ak+1 there exists some index i such that dFi(p) = 0. In other
words, Ak+1 ⊆ F1 ∪ . . . ∪ Fk.
The next lemma is purely technical and only a tool for the proof of the subsequent
theorem.
2.17 Lemma. Let M ∈ Alexn(0) be compact and let F1, . . . , Fk+1 be a subcollection of
some stratification of ∂M . Then the following constellation is impossible: All intersections
of k− 1 boundary strata Fi are nonempty, while all intersections of k boundary strata are
empty.
Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, there is such constellation. Note that only for
k ≥ 2 there is something to prove.
Let Ak+1 as before and Gi := F1 ∩ . . .∩ F̂i ∩ . . .∩Fk for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. By assumption
there are points pi ∈ Gi for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and these points are pairwise distinct. In
addition, we have that Gi ∩Fk+1 = ∅ and therefore by Lemma 2.10 that Gi ⊆ Ak+1 ∀ i ∈
{1, . . . , k}. Moreover, by applying Lemma 2.16 to the subcollection F2, . . . , Fk+1, we obtain
that Ak+1 ⊆ F2 ∪ . . . ∪ Fk.
Let q1 ∈ p1p2 be some interior point. Since Ak+1 is convex, we have that q1 ∈ Ak+1.
The fact that p1 /∈ F1 and p2 /∈ F2 implies that q1 ∈ (F2 ∪ . . . ∪ Fk) \ (F1 ∪ F2), because
all Fi are extremal. Now let q2 ∈ q1p3 be some interior point and obtain that q2 ∈
(F2 ∪ . . .∪Fk) \ (F1 ∪F2∪F3) and iterate. This process leads to some point qk−1 ∈ qk−2pk
satisfying the condition qk−1 ∈ (F2 ∪ . . . ∪ Fk) \ (F1 ∪ . . . ∪ Fk), a contradiction.
The following theorem ensures that intersections of k boundary strata are MCS-spaces
of the expected topological dimension.
2.18 Theorem. Let M ∈ Alexn(0) be compact with ∂M 6= ∅. Then the following holds
for any subcollection F1, . . . , Fk of any stratification of ∂M : If k ≤ n and F1∩ . . .∩Fk 6= ∅,
then this intersection is an MSC-space satisfying dim(F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk) = n − k. If k > n,
then F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk is always empty.
Proof. The proof is carried out via inductions on k and on n. For k = 1 the statement is
clearly true for all n ∈ N. Now assume that the statement is proved for any intersection
of k boundary strata and for all n ∈ N. We will prove the statement for intersections of
k + 1 boundary strata and, by a second induction on n, for all n ∈ N.
(i) If n = 1, . . . , k − 1, in other words if n < k, then by induction assumption on k, we
have that any intersection of k boundary strata is empty, hence also any intersection of
k + 1 boundary strata.
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(ii) If n = k, the case n = 1 is already proved. Let n ≥ 2 and assume, by way of contra-
diction, there exists p ∈ F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk+1. The space of directions Σp fulfills the following:
dimΣp = n − 1 and ΣpF1, . . . ,ΣpFk+1 are boundary strata according to Lemma 2.6 on
page 26. Moreover, these sets form a subcollection of some stratification of ∂Σp, i. e.
the intersection of each two boundary strata is not a boundary stratum. Indeed, if, say,
dim(ΣpF1 ∩ΣpF2) = n− 2, then dim(F1 ∩ F2) = n− 1, which is impossible since the sets
Fi form a subcollection of a stratification of ∂M .
Now we can apply (i) and obtain that ΣpF1 ∩ . . . ∩ Σ̂pFi ∩ . . . ∩ ΣpFk+1 = ∅ for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}. We claim that, in contrast, any intersection of k − 1 boundary strata
ΣpFi is nonempty. The claim is proved via another induction and for a fixed numbering,
which is of course without loss of generality.
The base step ΣpF1 6= ∅ holds by assumption (i. e. n ≥ 2).
Now assume that ΣpF1 ∩ . . . ∩ ΣpFℓ 6= ∅ is proved for all ℓ ≤ k − 2. By the induction
assumption for k we have that dim(ΣpF1∩. . .∩ΣpFℓ) = (n−1)−ℓ and in turn (n−1)−ℓ ≥
(n − 1) − (k − 2) = (n − 1) − (n − 2) = 1. Being a boundary stratum, the set ΣpFℓ+1
has codimension 1 in Σp. Hence, by Petrunin’s version of Frankel’s Theorem in [Pet 98,
Corollary 3.3], the following intersection is not empty: ΣpF1 ∩ . . . ∩ ΣpFℓ ∩ ΣpFℓ+1 6= ∅
and thus, the claim is proved.
Consequently, we can apply Lemma 2.17 and have a contradiction. Hence, F1 ∩ . . . ∩
Fk+1 = ∅ is proved.
(iii) If n = k + 1, let p ∈ F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk+1. As shown in step (ii), we can apply the
induction assumption to the boundary strata ΣpF1, . . . ,ΣpFk+1 ⊆ Σp. This gives that
ΣpF1 ∩ . . . ∩ ΣpFk+1 = ∅, since dimΣp = n − 1 = k < k + 1. Therefore, we have that
dim(F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk+1) = 0 = n− (k + 1), which is the statement of the Theorem.
(iv) If n > k + 1, assume that the statement is proved for dimension n− 1. Now let the
dimension be n and consider p ∈ F1 ∩ . . .∩Fk+1 6= ∅. Again, in the space of directions Σp
the induction assumption can be applied. By the fact that dimΣp = n − 1 ≥ k + 1, the
same argument as in case (ii) via Frankel’s/Petrunin’s Theorem shows that ΣpF1 ∩ . . . ∩
ΣpFk+1 6= ∅. Hence, by induction assumption, we obtain that dim(ΣpF1∩ . . .∩ΣpFk+1) =
(n− 1)− (k+1), which implies that dim(F1 ∩ . . .∩Fk+1) = n− (k+1) as desired. Indeed,
since p was arbitrary, the dimension is locally constant. In other words, F1 ∩ . . . ∩Fk+1 is
an MCS-space.
This concludes the proof of the Theorem.
2.19 Corollary. For Σ ∈ Alexn(1) let F1, . . . , Fk be a subcollection of some stratification
of ∂Σ. Then we have that F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk 6= ∅ if and only if k ≤ n.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.18 and Frankel’s/Petrunin’s Theorem.
Recall that forM ∈ Alexn(0) boundary points can be recognized as follows: If TpM ≈
Rn−1 × R+, then p ∈ ∂M . (In fact, ∂M is the closure of all such points.) If F is the
intersection of some boundary strata, the question arises if F has “boundary”. However,
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F is in general not an Alexandrov space, hence the term “boundary” is not defined.
But since F is an MCS-space, one can at least ask if there are points p ∈ F satisfying
TpF ≈ R
ℓ−1 ×R+, where ℓ = dimF .
In order to deal with this problem we want to use the Relative Local Fibration The-
orem. Since it cannot be applied to boundary strata of M directly, we will work in some
superlevel set Hausdorff-close to M . For this reason we need the following lemma.
2.20 Lemma. Let M ∈ Alexn(0) be compact and let E,F1, . . . , Fk be some stratification
of ∂M . We set a := max
p∈M
dE(p) and choose a sequence (si) ⊆ [0, a) decreasing to 0. Let
Mi := d
−1
E ([si, a]) and Ei := d
−1
E (si) and let F =
⋂
ℓ∈I
Fℓ be the intersection of boundary
strata with some index set I ⊆ {1, . . . , k}. Then we have the Hausdorff convergences
Mi
i→∞
−−−→M , Ei
i→∞
−−−→ E and Ei ∩ F
i→∞
−−−→ E ∩ F .
Proof. Since si is decreasing, we have thatMi ⊆Mi+1 ∀ i. Thus, the convergenceMi →M
is clear. Now, if ε > 0 is given, choose i big enough such that max(si, dH(Mi,M)) < ε
(where dH denotes the Hausdorff distance). Then by definition |pMi| < ε ∀ p ∈M , which
implies that |pEi| < ε ∀ p ∈ E. On the other hand we have that |qE| = si < ε ∀ q ∈ Ei
and hence, Ei → E. In order to show the remaining convergence, note that according to
the Compactness Theorem by Blaschke (see e. g. [BBI 01, Theorem 7.3.8]), we may assume
that Ei ∩ F has a partial limit, say L. It suffices to show that L = E ∩ F .
The Hausdorff limit L consists precisely of all points which are limit points of sequences
in Ei ∩F . If pi is a sequence converging to p ∈M and satisfying pi ∈ Ei ∩F , then clearly
p ∈ E ∩ F , since Ei → E and F is closed. This implies that L ⊆ E ∩ F . For the other
implication, let q ∈ E ∩ F and let αq be the gradient curve of the function dE starting
at q. According to Lemma 2.9 on page 29, the gradient curve αq stays in F . By setting
qi := αq∩Ei ∀ i we obtain a sequence qi → q with qi ∈ Ei∩F ∀ i. Indeed, dE(qi) = si ց 0
implies that qi → q. Thus we have that L = E ∩ F as desired.
Now we come back to the question asked above.
2.21 Proposition. Let M ∈ Alexn(0) be compact and let F1, . . . , Fk be a subcollection
of some stratification of ∂M . Assume that F := F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk 6= ∅. Let p ∈ F such that
TpF ≈ R
n−k−1 ×R+.
Then the point p is contained in some boundary stratum distinct from F1, . . . , Fk, i. e. p ∈
∂M \ (F1 ∪ . . . ∪ Fk). In particular, if there is no additional boundary stratum intersecting
with F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk, such points p do not exist.
Proof. The assertion is proved via induction on k. Let k = 1, i. e. F is a boundary stratum.
Let p ∈ F with TpF ≈ R
n−2 ×R+ and assume, by way of contradiction, that p lies in no
other boundary stratum. Hence we can assume that ∂M = F . Indeed, if ∂M \ F 6= ∅,
consider the doubling M¯ obtained by gluing along the boundary stratum ∂M \ F . This
does not affect TpF = TpF¯ by the assumption on p.
Let a := max
x∈M
dF (x) , s ∈ (0, a) and consider the level set F
′ := d−1F (s). We claim that
there is no open subset U⊆˚F ′ homeomorphic to Rn−2 × R. Otherwise let q ∈ U . Since
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dF is admissible and regular near q, we can apply the Local Fibration Theorem 1.30 on
page 19. Then q has a neighborhood V ⊆˚M satisfying V ≈ U × R ≈ Rn−1 × R+. This
implies that q ∈ ∂M = F , which contradicts the definition of F ′.
Now we consider F ′ as the boundary of the spaceM ′ = d−1F ([s, a]) (according to Propo-
sition 2.14 on page 32). The claim from above is true for each s ∈ (0, a). By Lemma 2.20,
any sequence si ց 0 induces a sequence of spaces converging to M with boundaries con-
verging to F . According to the Relative Stability Theorem [Kap 07, Theorem 9.2], we
have that F ≈ F ′ for s small enough. By the choice of p, there is some open subset in F
homeomorphic to Rn−2×R+. Hence, such subset exists also in F ′, a contradiction to the
claim. Thus, the base step of the induction is proved.
The proof of the induction step is similar. Let p ∈ F = F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk such that
TpF ≈ R
n−k−1 ×R+ and assume that p lies in no other boundary stratum. Analogously
to above, we then can assume that F1, . . . , Fk is a stratification of ∂M .
For a1 := max
x∈M
dF1(x) and s ∈ (0, a1) we consider the set F
′ := d−1F1 (s) ∩ F2 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk.
Our claim is that there is no open subset U⊆˚F ′ homeomorphic to Rn−k−1×R+. Assume
the contrary and let q ∈ U . The function dF1 is admissible and regular near q and the set
F2∩ . . .∩Fk is extremal. Hence, the Relative Local Fibration Theorem can be applied, see
[Kap 07, Theorem 9.7]. This gives that q has a neighborhood V ⊆˚F2 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk satisfying
V ≈ U × R ≈ Rn−k × R+. By the induction assumption it follows that q lies in some
boundary stratum distinct from F2, . . . , Fk. This implies q ∈ F1, a contradiction to the
definition of F ′.
Thus, the claim is proved for each s ∈ (0, a1). Now the contradiction to the assumption
on p follows analogously to the case k = 1, using Lemma 2.20 and the Relative Stability
Theorem.
If the intersection F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk is a convex set and therefore an Alexandrov space, its
boundary coincides with the closure of points p as in Proposition 2.21. If A $ F1∩ . . .∩Fk
is a proper subset, but still of the same dimension and convex, one expects additional
points of ∂A, namely all points of the topological boundary of A inside F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk. In
the following we give more precise statements on this issue.
2.22 Lemma. Let Σ ∈ Alexn(1) and let F1, . . . , Fk be a subcollection of some stratifica-
tion of ∂Σ with k < n , n ≥ 2. Then the intersection F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk is connected.
Proof. First, recall that F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk 6= ∅ by Corollary 2.19 on page 35. Now we use
induction on k. The base step k = 1 is clear by Frankel’s/Petrunin’s Theorem. Indeed,
dimF1 = n− 1 and 2(n− 1) ≥ n since n ≥ 2. Therefore, two connected components of F1
would intersect.
For the proof of the induction step let p, q ∈ F1 ∩ . . .∩Fk. Since dF1 is strictly concave
(see Corollary 2.7 on page 28), the subset in Σ where dF1 attains its maximum consists
of one point only. Let z1 be this point. Moreover, Lemma 2.9 on page 29 implies that
z1 ∈ F2 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk, because all gradient curves of the function dF1 end at the point z1. In
particular, there is a curve γ ⊆ F2 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk from p to q.
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We claim that γ can be chosen such that z1 /∈ γ. Assume the contrary, then for each
neighborhood U ⊆ F2 ∩ . . .∩Fk of z1 the set U \ {z1} is not path-connected. This implies
that K(Σz1F2∩ . . .∩Σz1Fk)\{apex} is not path-connected and therefore also Σz1F2∩ . . .∩
Σz1Fk is not path-connected. By induction assumption, Σz1F2 ∩ . . . ∩ Σz1Fk is connected
and hence also path-connected, since it is a stratified manifold. This contradiction proves
the claim.
Let x ∈ Σ \ (F1 ∪ {z1}). The concavity of dF1 implies that |⇑
F1
x ⇑
z1
x | >
π
2 . Therefore,
the gradient ∇xf of the function f := d
2
z1 is non-zero. Thus, the gradient flow of f pushes
γ into the extremal subset F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk. We assume that there is some T ∈ (0,∞) such
that δ := ΦTf (γ) ⊆ F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk. If αp, αq denote the gradient curves of f starting at p
and q, respectively, the curve δ connects the points αp(T ) and αq(T ). Hence F1 ∩ . . .∩Fk
is connected.
If such finite T does not exist, perform the construction from above in the space
Σ′ = d−1F1 ([s, a1]) for s > 0 small enough and a1 = max dF1 . It is clear that in the space
Σ′ an appropriate T exists. Now let s ց 0 and apply Lemma 2.20 on page 36, which
gives that F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk is connected as Hausdorff limit of the corresponding connected
sets F ′1 ∩ . . . ∩ F
′
k.
2.23 Definition. Let (X, d) be a metric space and A ⊆ B ⊆ X. The topological boundary
BdBA of A in B is defined as follows:
BdBA := {x ∈ B | Br(x) ∩A 6= ∅ and Br(x) ∩ (B \ A) 6= ∅ ∀ r > 0}
where the balls are taken in X.
2.24 Lemma. Let M ∈ Alexn(0) be compact and let F1, . . . , Fk be a subcollection of some
stratification of ∂M with k < n. Let A ⊆M be a convex subset satisfying A ⊆ F1∩ . . .∩Fk
and dimA = n− k. Then p ∈ BdF1∩...∩FkA implies that p ∈ ∂A.
An analog statement holds if A ⊆M is a convex subset of full dimension. A proof will
be carried out in the upcoming book on Alexandrov geometry by Alexander, Kapovitch
and Petrunin. The proof of our statement is an adapted version of their one.
Proof. We use induction on m := n− k. The base step m = 1 is trivial.
For m ≥ 2 let p ∈ BdF1∩...∩FkA and let ε > 0. We endow the extremal set F1 ∩ . . .∩Fk
with the induced intrinsic metric, denoted by dˆ. Recall that d and dˆ are locally bi-Lipschitz
equivalent according to [PP 94, Corollaries 3.2]. We choose q ∈ (F1∩ . . .∩Fk)\A such that
dˆ(p, q) ≤ ε2 . Let x ∈ A be a point with minimal distance dˆ(x, q). Let γ be a shortest path
in F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk from x to q. The choice of x implies that γ
+(0) /∈ ΣxA. In other words,
the convex subset ΣxA ⊆ Σx satisfies ΣxA $ Σx(F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk). By Lemma 2.22 the set
Σx(F1∩ . . .∩Fk) = ΣxF1∩ . . .∩ΣxFk is connected and therefore BdΣxF1∩...∩ΣxFkΣxA 6= ∅.
By the induction assumption we conclude that ∂ΣxA 6= ∅ and hence x ∈ ∂A. Since
d(x, p) ≤ dˆ(x, p) ≤ ε and ∂A is closed, this implies that p ∈ ∂A as desired.
CHAPTER 3
The Splitting Theorem
3.1 Formulation
This chapter is devoted to the following Splitting Theorem—the main theorem of this
work—and its proof.
3.1 Theorem (Splitting Theorem). Let M ∈ Alexn(0) be compact and let F1, . . . , Fk+1
be a stratification of the boundary ∂M with k ≥ 1. Assume that the intersection of all
boundary strata is empty, i. e.
F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk+1 = ∅,
and that all intersections of k boundary strata are nonempty, i. e.
F1 ∩ . . . ∩ F̂i ∩ . . . ∩ Fk+1 6= ∅ ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}.
Then there are Alexandrov spaces S ∈ Alexn−k(0) and D ∈ Alexk(0) such that M is
isometric to the metric product, i. e. M ∼= S × D. Moreover, S has no boundary and
satisfies S ∼= F1 ∩ . . . ∩ F̂i ∩ . . . ∩ Fk+1 ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}.
3.2 Notation. Throughout the entire chapter we will use the following assumptions and
notation.
M and F1, . . . , Fk+1 are given as in the Splitting Theorem.
In addition, for i = 1, . . . , k + 1 we define the following:
fi := dFi , ai := max
p∈M
fi(p) , Ai := {p ∈M | fi(p) = ai}
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3.2 Outline on the proof
The basic steps in the proof of the Splitting Theorem are as follows.
Each intersection of k boundary strata has to be a convex subset. We consider F1∩. . .∩Fk,
say, and obtain by Lemma 2.10 on page 29 that F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk ⊆ Ak+1. If equality holds,
we are done, since Ak+1 is a convex subset. However, in general equality does not hold as
the following simple example shows.
F1
F2
F3
A1
A2
A3
F1 ∩ F3 F1 ∩ F2
F2 ∩ F3
In exchange, it turns out (Theorem 3.4 on page 43) that the Alexandrov space Ak+1
fulfills the assumptions of the Splitting Theorem with m+1 boundary strata, wherem < k
holds. Moreover, the set F1∩ . . .∩Fk coincides with the intersection of m boundary strata
of Ak+1. Thus, we can assume by an induction argument that Ak+1 has the desired
properties and obtain that F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk is a convex set. It has no boundary according to
Proposition 2.21 on page 36 and will be called a soul of M .
In order to obtain a fibration of M into souls, we perform the above argument for each
non-collapsed superlevel setM ′. This is possible, because such superlevel sets again satisfy
the assumptions of the Splitting Theorem by Corollary 2.15 on page 32. The fibration
of M into souls will be proved in Proposition 3.6 on page 45. Now we want these souls
to be isometric. In order to prove this fact, the gradient flows of the functions fi are
used to push each soul around in M . Again, if some set Ai does not only consist of the
appropriate intersection of boundary strata, the flow may not reach the latter set. In this
case, we can assume by the induction argument that inside Ai the soul can be pushed to
the intersection. Pushing souls can be executed in each superlevel set M ′, too. Hence, it
can be proved that pushing around some soul induces a map homotopic to the identity on
the soul. Since the gradient flow is 1-Lipschitz (see Lemma 1.23 on page 16) and the soul
has no boundary, pushing the soul is an isometric action. More precisely, Theorem 3.12
on page 48 will provide submetries Ψj : M → F1 ∩ . . .∩ F̂j ∩ . . .∩Fk+1 for j = 1, . . . k+1,
and the restrictions Ψj
∣∣
S
to any soul S are isometries.
For each p ∈ M and j ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1} we will consider the fibers Ψ−1j (Ψj(p)), which
form a priori different subsets for different indices j. However, it will be shown in Theo-
rem 3.22 on page 54 that they coincide for all indices j. The fibration of M made up by
these fibers will turn out in the end to be dual to the fibration into souls. For that reason,
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the fibers of Ψj will be called dual fibers. Lytchak’s results on submetries in [Lyt 02] will
provide many important properties of the dual fibers.
To conclude the proof of the Splitting Theorem, it remains to prove that the souls
are equidistant sets. By the results so far, Proposition 3.24 on page 55 will supply this
fact along shortest paths to the boundary strata. This means that for each p ∈ M and
i = 1, . . . , k + 1 it is known that a shortest path γ from p to Fi has its counterpart in
any other dual fiber. In other words, the canonical projection along souls transports γ
isometrically into an arbitrary dual fiber. These projections turn out (Proposition 3.18
on page 52) to be locally Lipschitz near almost all points. Therefore, the differential ex-
ists and is linear almost everywhere. Vectors tangential to paths γ as above are mapped
isometrically by the differential. Moreover, such vectors may span the tangent space of
the respective dual fiber. If so, by linearity, the differential is a 1-Lipschitz map. In case
the vectors do not span the whole tangent space, it turns out that the remaining subspace
comes from some set A′i (after passing to an appropriate superlevel set M
′). Thus, in
all directions belonging to A′i, everything is proved by induction assumption, and also in
this case the differential is a 1-Lipschitz map. This will be proved in Proposition 3.28 on
page 58. Thereafter it is easy to prove that the projections along souls onto dual fibers
are 1-Lipschitz (Theorem 3.29 on page 59). This implies that all souls are equidistant and
all dual fibers are isometric convex subsets. The product structure of M follows.
As we have seen, the proof uses induction on k, the number of intersecting boundary
strata. In the subsequent section the base step k = 1 will be proved.
3.3 First case: two strata
As mentioned in the Introduction, this case is not difficult or surprising. However, we
give a proof here for completeness and as a first application of our machinery developed
in Chapter 2.
3.3 Theorem. The Splitting Theorem 3.1 holds for k = 1. In this case, the space D is
isometric to an interval: D ∼= [0, d] where d = |F1F2|.
Proof. Since F1∩F2 = ∅ by assumption, Lemma 2.10 on page 29 implies that F1 ⊆ A2 and
F2 ⊆ A1. Furthermore, equality holds according to Lemma 2.16 on page 33. Thus, we have
on the one hand that F1 and F2 are convex sets and therefore F1, F2 ∈ Alex
n−1(0). On the
other hand, |F1F2| = a1 = a2 = dH(F1, F2) (where dH denotes the Hausdorff distance),
i. e. F1 and F2 are equidistant. Proposition 2.21 on page 36 implies that ∂F1 = ∅ and
∂F2 = ∅.
Let p ∈M \ F1. According to Proposition 2.14 on page 32, all facts stated above also
hold in the space M ′ := f−12 ([f2(p), a2]). Hence, the set S(p) := f
−1
2 (f2(p)) is a convex set
of dimension n− 1 without boundary. We call S(p) the soul at p. In addition, for p ∈ F1
we set S(p) = F1. Thus, the souls form an equidistant fibration of M .
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We define the projection πF1 : M → F1 in the following way: If x ∈ F1, then set
πF1(x) = x. Otherwise let πF1(x) be the endpoint of some shortest path from x to F1. This
shortest path is unique by the equidistance of the souls. Indeed, the path (with inverted
direction) is also a shortest path from πF1(x) to S(x), the latter being a boundary stratum
of the appropriate spaceM ′. By Lemma 2.11 on page 30 the point πF1(x) is unique, hence
the projection πF1 is well-defined. Its restriction to any soul is an isometry, i. e. we claim
the following: Let p ∈ M . Then πF1
∣∣
S(p)
: S(p) → F1 is an isometry. For p ∈ F1 the
claim is trivial, so let p ∈ M \ F1 and take two distinct points q, r ∈ S(p). We set
q1 := πF1(q) , r1 := πF1(r). Again by Lemma 2.11 (or alternatively, by the equidistance
of the souls), the paths qq1 and rr1 intersect each soul perpendicularly. Since all souls
are convex sets, it follows that the paths qq1 and rr1 are equidistant. In particular, we
have that |q1r1| = |qr|. Therefore, S(p) embeds isometrically into F1, and since S(p) is a
boundary stratum of some space M ′, the roles of S(p) and F1 can be swapped. Hence,
the claim is proved.
Now fix an arbitrary shortest path from F1 to F2 and denote it by D. Let πD : M →
D be the canonical projection along souls. It is clear that each path intersecting the
souls perpendicularly is mapped isometrically by πD. The map Ψ: M → F1 × D , x 7→
(πF1(x), πD(x)) is bijective. To show that it is an isometry, let p, q ∈ M be distinct
points and let γ : I → M be some shortest path from p to q. We set γF1 := πF1(γ) and
γD := πD(γ) and denote the endpoint of the shortest path from p to S(q) by r ∈ S(q).
Since ∡prq = π2 , we obtain by Toponogov’s Comparison Theorem that
|pq|2 ≤ |pr|2 + |rq|2 = |πD(p)πD(q)|
2 + |πF1(p)πF1(q)|
2.
On the other hand, for each t ∈ I and all h ∈ R satisfying t+ h ∈ I we have that
|γ(t) γ(t + h)|2 = |γD(t) γD(t+ h)|
2 + |γF1(t) γF1(t+ h)|
2 + o(h),
which implies by integration that
L(γ)2 = L(γD)
2 + L(γF1)
2.
Thus, we obtain that
L(γ)2 = |pq|2 ≤ |πD(p)πD(q)|
2 + |πF1(p)πF1(q)|
2 ≤ L(γD)
2 + L(γF1)
2 = L(γ)2
and therefore everywhere equality. This implies that Ψ is an isometry.
The proof of the Splitting Theorem for k ≥ 2 is carried out in the rest of this chapter.
3.4 Fibration into souls
In this section we prove that the space M is fibrated into convex subsets of codimen-
sion k without boundary. The key result, which is essential in further sections, too, is the
following.
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3.4 Theorem. Let ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}. The boundary ∂Aℓ fulfills the same assumptions
as ∂M , i. e. there is a stratification G1, . . . , Gm+1 of ∂Aℓ with m < k such that G1 ∩ . . .∩
Gm+1 = ∅ and G1 ∩ . . . ∩ Ĝj ∩ . . . ∩Gm+1 6= ∅ ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . ,m+ 1}.
More precisely, ∂Aℓ 6= ∅ holds if and only if Aℓ % F1 ∩ . . . ∩ F̂ℓ ∩ . . . ∩ Fk+1. In this case
let I ⊆ {1, . . . , k + 1} be the maximal set of indices such that Aℓ ⊆
⋂
i∈I
Fi =: F . Then
1 ≤ |I| < k and the strata of ∂Aℓ are given by Aℓ∩Fi for i ∈ {1, . . . , k+1}\ (I ∪{ℓ}) plus
the stratum BdFAℓ. In addition, the dimension of Aℓ satisfies dimAℓ = dimF = n− |I|.
Proof. The assertion will be proved for Ak+1. By Lemma 2.10 on page 29 we have that
F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk ⊆ Ak+1. If equality holds, it follows from Proposition 2.21 on page 36 that
∂Ak+1 = ∅. Hence, we assume that F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk $ Ak+1. Let p ∈ Ak+1 be a point
such that fi(p) 6= 0 for a maximal number of indices i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. After renumbering
the boundary strata we may assume that fi(p) 6= 0 for i = 1, . . . ,m and fi(p) = 0 for
i = m+ 1, . . . , k. According to Lemma 2.16 on page 33, we have that m < k.
We claim that fm+1(q) = . . . = fk(q) = 0 ∀ q ∈ Ak+1. Assume, by way of contradic-
tion, there exists q ∈ Ak+1 and j ∈ {m+ 1, . . . , k} with fj(q) 6= 0. Note that fi(x) = 0 is
equivalent to x ∈ Fi and Fi is an extremal set. Thus, any inner point r of some shortest
path pq fulfills fi(r) 6= 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} ∪ {j}. Since Ak+1 is a convex set, we obtain
that r ∈ Ak+1, contradicting the choice of p.
By the claim we have that Ak+1 ⊆ Fm+1∩. . .∩Fk and therefore dimAk+1 ≤ dim(Fm+1∩
. . .∩Fk) = n−(k−m), see Theorem 2.18 on page 34. On the other hand, if we set si := fi(p)
for i = 1, . . . m, again Lemma 2.16 implies that f−11 ([0, s1)) ∩ . . . ∩ f
−1
m ([0, sm)) ∩ Fm+1 ∩
. . . ∩ Fk ⊆ Ak+1. We conclude that n− (k −m) ≤ dimAk+1. This gives that
dimAk+1 = dim(Fm+1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk) = n− (k −m).
Now we set Gi := Ak+1 ∩ Fi for i = 1, . . . ,m. Then we have that fi
∣∣
Ak+1
= dGi for
i = 1, . . . ,m. This fact can be shown like in the proof of Lemma 2.13 on page 31. We
want to show that, say, G1 is a boundary stratum of Ak+1. First, G1 is extremal in Ak+1,
because it is closed and for each p ∈ Ak+1 \G1 the following holds: If the function dp
∣∣
F1
attains its minimum at q ∈ F1, then in fact q ∈ G1, and hence ∡pqx ≤
π
2 ∀x ∈ Ak+1.
It remains to prove that G1 has locally constant dimension n − (k − m) − 1; then
G1 is a stratum of ∂Ak+1. Let t > 0 be small enough such that it is a regular value of
the function dG1 . By the Morse Lemma, the level set Z := d
−1
G1
(t) is of locally constant
dimension and has codimension 1 in Ak+1. We define a map ψ : Z → F1 like follows:
For z ∈ Z let ψ(z) be the endpoint of some shortest path from z to F1. We claim
that ψ is noncontracting. Indeed, by Lemma 2.11 on page 30 each shortest path from
some point in Z to F1 is perpendicular to F1, and the same holds for the boundary
stratum F ′1 in any superlevel set M
′ = f−11 ([t
′, a1]) , t′ ∈ (0, t). Hence, the distance of
two corresponding points on two shortest paths from z1, z2 ∈ Z to F1 cannot decrease.
Therefore, dimψ(Z) ≥ n− (k −m)− 1 and since ψ(Z) ⊆ G1 ⊆ F1 ∩ Fm+1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk, the
extremal set G1 has locally constant dimension n− (k −m)− 1.
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To complete the proof we have to show that there exists the additional boundary stra-
tum Gm+1 := BdFm+1∩...∩FkAk+1 and that the strata intersect like stated in the Theorem.
Let p ∈ ∂Ak+1. Assume that p /∈ Gm+1, which implies that TpAk+1 = Tp(Fm+1 ∩
. . . ∩ Fk). According to Proposition 2.21 on page 36, we have that p ∈ Gi for some
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Indeed, this is true if TpAk+1 ≈ R
n−(k−m)−1 × R+ and such points
are dense in ∂Ak+1 \ Gm+1. Therefore it follows that ∂Ak+1 ⊆ G1 ∪ . . . ∪ Gm+1. It is
clear that Gm+1 6= ∅, because each limit point of some gradient curve to the function
fk+1 starting (and hence staying) in Fm+1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk lies in Gm+1. In order to refine
this argument, the same holds if the gradient curve starts in F1 ∩ . . . ∩ F̂j ∩ . . . ∩ Fk,
for each j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. By slightly shifting the strata F1, . . . , Fm, i. e. performing that
construction in superlevel sets M ′ close to M , we conclude that there are points in Gm+1
arbitrary close to G1 ∩ . . . ∩ Ĝj ∩ . . .∩Gm, but not contained in any G1, . . . , Gm, for each
j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. According to Lemma 2.24 on page 38, we have that Gm+1 ⊆ ∂Ak+1.
Hence, it follows that ∂Ak+1 \ (G1 ∪ . . . ∪Gm) is nonempty and therefore a boundary
stratum. Moreover, we have that ∂Ak+1 \ (G1 ∪ . . . ∪Gm) ⊆ Gm+1.
In order to see equality, consider the doubling M¯ by gluing along F1 ∪ . . . ∪ Fm. The
set A¯k+1 is a convex set of M¯ . Its boundary ∂A¯k+1 coincides on the one hand with the
topological boundary BdF¯m+1∩...∩F¯kA¯k+1 = G¯m+1 and on the other hand with the doubling
of the stratum ∂Ak+1 \ (G1 ∪ . . . ∪Gm).
Similar doubling procedures show that G1 ∪ . . . ∪ Gm+1 is indeed a stratification of
∂Ak+1, i. e. there is no intersection Gi ∩Gj , i 6= j which is itself a boundary stratum.
As proved above, we have that
G1 ∩ . . . ∩ Ĝj ∩ . . . ∩Gm ∩Gm+1 6= ∅ ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
Moreover, by G1∩ . . .∩Gm = F1∩ . . .∩Fm∩Ak+1 ⊆ F1∩ . . .∩Fk ⊆ F1∩ . . .∩Fm∩Ak+1
we conclude that
G1 ∩ . . . ∩Gm = F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk 6= ∅.
It remains to show that G1 ∩ . . . ∩ Gm+1 = ∅. Again, choose p ∈ Ak+1 such that
si := fi(p) > 0 ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Then f
−1
1 ([0, s1))∩ . . .∩f
−1
m ([0, sm))∩Fm+1∩ . . .∩Fk ⊆
Ak+1 is a neighborhood of the set G1 ∩ . . . ∩ Gm. In particular, this neighborhood does
not contain any points of Gm+1. This proves the assertion.
3.5 Corollary. Each intersection F1 ∩ . . .∩ F̂j ∩ . . .∩Fk+1 , j ∈ {1, . . . , k+1} is a convex
subset without boundary. Moreover, each point p ∈ M lies in a convex subset S ⊆ M of
dimension n− k without boundary.
Proof. Let j ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}. If F1 ∩ . . . ∩ F̂j ∩ . . . ∩ Fk+1 = Aj, the first statement is
proved. Otherwise, according to Theorem 3.4, the intersection F1 ∩ . . . ∩ F̂j ∩ . . . ∩ Fk+1
coincides with the intersection of m corresponding boundary strata of Aj with m < k
and dimAj = n − (k −m) = n− k +m. Hence, induction on the number of intersecting
boundary strata proves the statement.
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In order to prove the second statement, let p ∈ M be an arbitrary point and set
si := fi(p) for i = 1, . . . , k + 1. If there is an index j such that sj = aj, then p ∈ Aj ,
and the statement follows like above by induction assumption. If such an index does not
exist, p is not contained in any intersection of k boundary strata. Hence, there is an index
(in fact, at least two indices) j such that 0 < sj < aj. Then consider the superlevel set
M ′ := f−1j ([sj , aj ]) and iterate the procedure, which clearly terminates.
Note that the Corollary does not yet guarantee a fibration ofM , because the procedure
described in the proof may depend on the order of passing to superlevel sets. Indeed,
problems may occur exactly if p ∈ M lies in two different sets Ai, Aj . By the induction
assumption, both sets posses unique fibrations, but the respective fibers containing p could
form different subsets of M . Therefore, we have to examine the intersection Ai ∩Aj and
to prove that the fibrations of Ai and Aj in fact match.
3.6 Proposition. The space M is fibrated into convex subsets of dimension n−k without
boundary, called souls. On each soul the functions f1, . . . , fk+1 are constant. In particular,
all intersections of k boundary strata are souls. Moreover, each set Ai , i ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}
is fibrated into souls as well, and all these souls are also souls of M . The same holds for
each corresponding set A′i in any non-collapsed superlevel set M
′ ⊆M .
Proof. The fibration is obtained as described in the proof of Corollary 3.5. Note that
according to Theorem 3.4 and its proof, in each set Ai all but one boundary strata are
obtained by cutting down the strata of ∂M to Ai. Moreover, the distance function to such
stratum of ∂Ai is nothing but the corresponding function fj restricted to Ai. This fact
ensures that all functions fj are constant on each soul of each set Ai. This in turn carries
over to each A′i in any superlevel set M
′ ⊆M .
As mentioned above, it remains to prove the following claim: Assume that p ∈ M is
contained in several sets Ai. Then the fibration of each Ai gives a soul for p, but all these
souls coincide.
In order to prove the claim, assume without loss of generality that p ∈ A1 ∩A2. First
we consider A1. According to Theorem 3.4, the set A1 ∩ F2 is a stratum of ∂A1 and we
have that dA1∩F2(p) = f2(p) = a2. On the other hand, if q ∈ A1 is some point at maximal
distance to A1 ∩ F2, it follows that a2 ≥ dA1∩F2(q) ≥ dA1∩F2(p) = a2. This implies that
q ∈ A1 ∩ A2. Therefore, the set A := A1 ∩ A2 coincides with the set of points in A1 at
maximal distance to the boundary stratum A1 ∩ F2.
Analogously, A coincides with the set of points in A2 at maximal distance to A2 ∩
F1. By applying Theorem 3.4 to the set A inside A1 or inside A2, respectively, we can
determine the stratification of ∂A in two ways. They do not have to coincide, but the
stratifications into primitive boundary strata coincide, since they are uniquely determined
by the boundary ∂A itself. By induction, we may assume that the Splitting Theorem is
proved for the space A. We apply Corollary 4.2 on page 61 and obtain that there are souls
of A which coincide as subsets whether A ⊆ A1 is considered or A ⊆ A2. Indeed, if S ⊆ A
is given as the intersection of boundary strata coming from A1, then in fact S is already
given as the intersection of primitive boundary components. This follows for dimensional
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reasons by Corollary 4.1 on page 61. Hence, the same is also true for the stratification
coming from A2.
Now the claim follows, because all other souls of A can be recovered from the soul S.
Recall that the product structure of A is known by induction assumption. Therefore, the
dual fiber through some regular p ∈ S is given as the preimage of p under orthogonal
projection onto S. Furthermore, two points q1, q2 ∈ A lie in the same soul if and only if
|q1q2| coincides with the distance between the respective dual fibers. Since almost all dual
fibers are recovered, all souls can be recovered by taking closures. Thus, the fibration of
A is independent whether A ⊆ A1 or A ⊆ A2 is considered.
3.7 Remark. It is possible that the Splitting Theorem can be proved without unique
souls in the sense from above. Since by induction assumption each Ai possesses a fibration
into souls, on intersections Ai ∩ Aj one could simply decide for one. But then in the
subsequent results and proofs one always has to take into account in which set Ai some
soul is obtained. This causes at least some trouble and is the reason why we decided to
prove the uniqueness of the fibration first.
The fibration of M into souls enables the following notation.
3.8 Notation. For each p ∈M the souls of M containing p is denoted by S(p).
In the following section we prove the fact that all souls ofM are isometric and examine
the respective isometries.
3.5 Isometry of the souls via gradient flow
First we will establish that certain souls are isometric, namely all intersections of k bound-
ary strata. Passing to superlevel sets then implies that in fact all souls are isometric.
However, the obtained isometries are too abstract for later use. We need the following
fact: For each soul S which coincides with an intersection of k boundary strata (there are
k + 1 such souls) there exists a submetry (see Definition 3.11 below) Ψ: M → S which
maps each soul of M isometrically onto S. The canonical candidate for Ψ is the gradient
flow, of course. More precisely, if S = A1, say, then Ψ should be given by Φ
T
f1
for T big
enough. If such finite T does not exist, some limit is taken. Moreover, if S $ A1, the
gradient flow has to be composed with the flow inside A1, whose existence can be assumed
by induction. The details will be given later. We start with the following
3.9 Proposition. All souls of the form Sj := F1∩. . .∩F̂j∩. . .∩Fk+1 with j ∈ {1, . . . , k+1}
are isometric.
Proof. The assertion will be proved for the souls S1 and Sk+1. We start with the following
special case.
Assume, there is T ∈ (0,∞) such that ΦTfk+1(S1) ⊆ Sk+1 and Φ
T
f1
(Sk+1) ⊆ S1. Then
we have that Φ := ΦTf1 ◦ Φ
T
fk+1
: S1 → S1 is nonexpanding (by Lemma 1.23 on page 16).
We claim that Φ is homotopic to the identity on S1. For the proof we apply the gradient
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flows in superlevel sets obtained by shifting the boundary stratum F1. More precisely, for
t ∈ [0, 1) let Mt := f
−1
1 ([ta1, a1]) and define Φt analogously to Φ from above, but in the
space Mt. This is possible, because the gradient curves to f1 and fk+1 all start and hence
stay in F2∩ . . .∩Fk, recall Lemma 2.9 on page 29. Moreover, if in the space M the pushed
soul lies in the other soul after time T , the same holds in all superlevel sets Mt. It is clear
that Φ0 = Φ and in addition we set Φ1 := idS1. In order to show that (t, p) 7→ Φt(p) is
a homotopy, it is sufficient to show that t 7→ Φt(p) is continuous for each fixed p ∈ S1.
Indeed, since all Φt are nonexpanding, if t ∈ [0, 1] , p ∈ S1 and ρ > 0 are given, we can
then choose δ > 0 such that ΦBδ(t)(p) ⊆ Bρ/2(Φt(p)). Then for all t
′ ∈ Bδ(t) , p′ ∈ Bρ/2(p)
we have that
|Φt′(p
′)Φt(p)| ≤ |Φt′(p′)Φt′(p)|+ |Φt′(p)Φt(p)| ≤
ρ
2
+
ρ
2
= ρ.
In order to see that t 7→ Φt(p) is continuous for any fixed p ∈ S1, note that s 7→ Φ
s
fk+1
is continuous and that fk+1 stays the same in all superlevel sets Mt. In addition, Φf1
is nonexpanding and f1 changes only by an additive constant in the superlevel sets Mt.
Hence the claim is proved.
We show now that Φ is an isometry. By Proposition 3.6 on page 45, the soul S1 is an
Alexandrov space of dimension n− k without boundary. According to [GP 93, Lemma 1],
the (n− k)th Alexander-Spanier cohomology of S1 is non-trivial, i. e. H¯
n−k(S1,Z2) = Z2.
On the other hand, for each p ∈ S1 we have that H¯
n−k(S1 \ {p},Z2) = 0. Indeed, using
the gradient flow of the function d2p, we get that S1 \ {p} is homotopically equivalent to
some space of dimension less than n− k. Therefore, the map Φ is surjective, because the
homotopy Φ ≃ idS1 implies that the induced homomorphism H¯
n−k(Φ): Z2 → Z2 is an
isomorphism. Being a surjective nonexpanding map of a compact metric space onto itself,
Φ is an isometry (see e. g. [BBI 01, Theorem 1.6.15]).
It remains to deal with the case that such finite time T as above does not exist.
We will establish later (or by the Splitting Theorem) that all souls of M are isometric.
Hence, we can assume by induction that this fact is already proved for the sets A1 and
Ak+1. If A1 ∩ Ak+1 6= ∅, take some point p ∈ A1 ∩ Ak+1 and consider the soul S(p).
According to Proposition 3.6, the souls S1 and Sk+1 are also souls of the spaces A1 and
Ak+1, respectively, and S(p) is a soul of both spaces. This implies that S1 ∼= S(p) ∼= Sk+1
as desired.
Thus, we may assume that A1∩Ak+1 = ∅. Choose a point p ∈ (F2∩. . .∩Fk)\(A1∪Ak+1)
and consider the superlevel set M ′ := f−11 ([f1(p), a1]). Then there exists some T ∈ (0,∞)
such that ΦTfk+1(S1) ⊆ S
′
k+1 := F
′
1∩ . . .∩F
′
k. Indeed, since S1 is compact, such T exists for
each finite ε-net N of S1, and since the gradient flow is nonexpanding, all other points are
pushed ε-close to ΦTfk+1(N). It is clear by construction that A
′
1 = A1 and A
′
1 ∩A
′
k+1 = ∅,
where A′1, A
′
k+1 are defined as A1, Ak+1, but for the space M
′. Therefore, we can pass to
some superlevel set M ′′ ⊆M ′ by shifting the boundary stratum F ′k+1 in an analogous way
and obtain that the space M ′′ fulfills the assumptions from the first part of the proof. In
particular, the corresponding souls S′′1 and S
′′
k+1 of M
′′ are isometric. This in turn holds
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if we choose p from above arbitrarily close to Ak+1. By Lemma 2.20 on page 36, the
particular souls S′′k+1 converge to a soul of Ak+1. Since all souls of Ak+1 are isometric by
induction assumption, we have that S′′k+1 ∼= Sk+1. The same construction applied to S
′′
1
gives that S1 ∼= S
′′
1 and therefore S1
∼= Sk+1.
For completeness we mention here the following consequence.
3.10 Corollary. All souls of M are isometric.
Proof. Let S ⊆ M be a soul. It is sufficient to prove that S ∼= S1 := F2 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk+1. If
S ⊆ A1, the assertion follows by induction assumption. Therefore we may assume that
s1 := f1(S) < a1 and consider the superlevel set M
′ := f−11 ([s1, a1]). Proposition 3.9
implies that S1 ∼= F
′
1∩F
′
3∩ . . .∩F
′
k+1. If S ⊆ A
′
2, the assertion is proved; otherwise iterate
the process of passing to superlevel sets.
As announced before, the constructed isometries are not sufficient for our purpose. We
need more information about the action of the gradient flows. First we recall the definition
of submetries.
3.11 Definition. Let X and Y be metric spaces. A map f : X → Y is a submetry if
f(B¯r(x)) = B¯r(f(x)) holds for all x ∈ X and all r ≥ 0.
This definition traces back to Berestovskii and generalizes Riemannian submersions
to metric spaces. Lytchak obtained in [Lyt 02] important results about submetries of
Alexandrov spaces. Some of them will be used later. First we formulate the main result
of the current section, which is crucial for the proof of the Splitting Theorem.
3.12 Theorem. For each soul of the form Sj := F1∩. . .∩F̂j∩. . .∩Fk+1 , j ∈ {1, . . . , k+1}
there exists a submetry Ψj : M → Sj such that the following holds: If S ⊆ M is a soul,
the restricted map Ψj
∣∣
S
: S → Sj is an isometry.
Moreover, Ψj is composed of gradient flows like follows: Φ
T
fj
is a submetry of M onto Aj ,
possibly with T = ∞. The latter case is defined via (possibly not uniquely determined)
limits. If Sj $ Aj , the flowing process is iterated inside Aj and hence, Ψj is obtained as
the composition of these gradient flows. In addition, if S ⊆ M is a soul and t ∈ [0,∞],
the set Φtfj (S) is also a soul of M .
The proof of the Theorem uses the subsequent lemmata. They provide basic results
and concepts for the proof.
3.13 Lemma. Theorem 3.12 holds for k = 1.
Proof. This follows immediately from the proof of Theorem 3.3 on page 41. In particular,
T can be chosen as T = d. Indeed, let p ∈ M \ ∂M and take shortest paths from p to
F1 and F2. Denote the endpoints of these paths by q1 and q2, respectively. Then the
equidistance of the souls implies that p ∈ q1q2. Hence, |∇p(fi)| = 1 for i = 1, 2. It follows
that Φdf1(M) = F2 and vice versa Φ
d
f2
(M) = F1. Moreover, for each soul S ⊆ M the
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restriction Φdfi
∣∣
S
is an isometry for i = 1, 2. Since the gradient flows Φdfi are 1-Lipschitz,
this implies that they are submetries. The last assertion of Theorem 3.12 follows by
passing to superlevel sets.
3.14 Lemma. For k ≥ 2 Theorem 3.12 holds on each intersection of k − 1 boundary
strata. More precisely, all statements of Theorem 3.12 about Ψj hold if all occurring sets
are intersected with F1 ∩ . . . ∩ F̂i ∩ . . . ∩ F̂j ∩ . . . ∩ Fk+1 for any i 6= j.
Proof. We prove the Lemma for j = 1 and i = k + 1, i. e. we construct a submetry
Ψ1 : F2 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk → S1 := F2 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk+1. By induction assumption, where the base
step is provided by Lemma 3.13, we may assume that Theorem 3.12 is proved on A1. The
map Ψ1 is now constructed as described in this Theorem. If there is no finite T such that
ΦTf1(F2 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk) = S1, the gradient flow can be extended to T = ∞ like in the proof
of Proposition 3.9 on page 46. This proof also implies that Ψ1
∣∣
Sk+1
: Sk+1 → S1 is an
isometry. In order to show this fact for an arbitrary soul S ⊆ F2 ∩ . . .∩Fk, let such soul S
be given. If S ⊆ A1, there is nothing to show by induction assumption. Otherwise, passing
to the superlevel set M ′ := f−11 ([s1, a1]), where s1 := f1(S), leads to S = F
′
1 ∩ . . . ∩ F
′
k,
and again Proposition 3.9 can be applied. Hence, also the restriction Ψ1
∣∣
S
: S → S1 is an
isometry.
It remains to show that for any t ≥ 0 and any soul S ⊆ F2 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk the set Φ
t
f1
(S) is
also a soul. It is sufficient to prove this for S = Sk+1, because otherwise one can argue like
above in superlevel sets or by induction assumption if S ⊆ A1. Note that the following
arguments only rely on the properties about Ψ1 that were just proved. Therefore, they
will also apply in the proof of Theorem 3.12 later.
Let p, q ∈ Sk+1 be distinct points and let P := Ψ
−1
1 (Ψ1(p)) , Q := Ψ
−1
1 (Ψ1(q)) denote
the fibers of the submetry Ψ1 passing through p or q, respectively. We claim the following:
P and Q are equidistant with |PQ| = |pq|, and points x ∈ P , y ∈ Q fulfilling |xy| = |PQ|
have to lie in the same soul S(x) = S(y). In order to prove the claim, let γ be some shortest
path from P to Q. Since Ψ1 is 1-Lipschitz, we obtain that L(Ψ1(γ)) ≤ L(γ) and therefore
equality, because also Ψ1(γ) is a path from P to Q. Moreover, Ψ1
∣∣
Sk+1
: Sk+1 → S1 is an
isometry, which implies that |pq| = L(Ψ1(γ)) = L(γ) = |PQ|. For the equidistance let
x ∈ P and y := S(x) ∩Q, the latter being well-defined since Ψ1
∣∣
S(x)
is an isometry. This
clearly also implies that |xy| = |PQ|. By swapping the roles of x and y, the equidistance
of P and Q is proved. Now assume, by way of contradiction, there is z ∈ Q satisfying
|xz| = |xy| and z /∈ S(x) = S(y). Then there is some s ∈ xz such that s /∈ S(x) ∪ S(z).
Let u := S(s) ∩Q. This implies, according to the results above, that |su| ≤ |sz|. Hence,
we have that
|xz| = |xs|+ |sz| ≥ |xs|+ |su| ≥ |xu| ≥ |xQ| = |xy| = |xz|
and therefore everywhere equality. But this means that the shortest paths xu and xz
branch at the point s, which is a contradiction.
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Sk+1S1
S(x) S(s) S(z)
q
px
y zu
s
Q
P
Thus, the claim is proved.
Now let t ≥ 0. Since Ψ1
∣∣
Sk+1
is an isometry and Φtf1 is 1-Lipschitz, the restriction
Φtf1
∣∣
Sk+1
is also an isometry onto its image. In other words, we have that |Φtf1(p)Φ
t
f1
(q)| =
|pq|, and the claim implies that the points Φtf1(p) and Φ
t
f1
(q) lie in the same soul, as
desired.
As a consequence, there are continuous paths between any two souls of M in the space
of souls. More precisely, we obtain the following result.
3.15 Lemma. Let S, S′ be souls of M . Then there exists a continuous map Υ: S×[0, 1]→
M such that Υτ (S) := Υ(S, τ) is a soul for each τ ∈ [0, 1] and Υ0(S) = S , Υ1(S) = S′.
Proof. We combine the proofs of Lemma 3.14 and Corollary 3.10. The latter one shows
how passing to non-collapsed superlevel sets reduces the proof to the case that S and S′ are
given as intersections of k boundary strata. This case, in turn, is proved by Lemma 3.14.
Note that the gradient flow Φtfi on some strata intersection F1 ∩ . . . ∩ F̂i ∩ . . . ∩ F̂j ∩
. . . ∩ Fk+1 , i 6= j has a unique extension to t = ∞ via limits. This was shown in the
proof of Proposition 3.9 on page 46 and relies on the fact that converging souls are in this
case given as intersections of k − 1 fixed boundary strata and one converging stratum.
Thus, according to Lemma 2.20 on page 36, the Hausdorff limits exist. (Or we encounter
sets Ai, for which everything is proved by induction assumption.) By reparametrization
[0,∞]→ [0, 1], we obtain the desired map Υ. Hence, by concatenation, such map Υ exists
for any pair of souls.
Now Theorem 3.12 on page 48 can be proved.
Proof of Theorem 3.12. The proof is carried out for j = 1, i. e. for Ψ1 : M → S1. Let
S ⊆ M be a soul. First we consider the case that there is some finite T ≥ 0 such that
ΦTf1(M) = S1.
According to Lemma 3.15, there is a continuous map Υ: Sk+1 × [0, 1]→M such that
Υ0(Sk+1) = Sk+1 and Υ
1(Sk+1) = S. In addition, on F2 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk the existence of Ψk+1
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is proved by Lemma 3.14. Thus, the following map is well-defined for each τ ∈ [0, 1] and
nonexpanding:
Sk+1
Υτ
−−→ Υτ (Sk+1)
ΦT
f1−−→ S1
Ψk+1
−−−→ Sk+1 (∗)
Therefore, the map for τ = 1 is homotopic to
Sk+1
ΦT
f1−−→ S1
Ψk+1
−−−→ Sk+1
which pushes the soul Sk+1 around inside the intersection F2 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk. Again by
Lemma 3.14, this map is an isometry. The argument from the proof of Proposition 3.9
on page 46 involving the Alexander-Spanier cohomology now implies that all maps in (∗)
are isometries, in particular ΦTf1
∣∣
S
: S → S1. The fact that Φ
t
f1
(S) is a soul for each t ≥ 0
follows like in the proof of Lemma 3.14. It was pointed out there that the argument relies
only on the properties of Ψ1, which are established now on M .
It remains to examine the case that such finite T does not exist. If at least ΦTf1(M) = A1
for some finite T , then the map Ψ1 is constructed as the composition Ψ
A1
1 ◦ Φ
T
f1
. Here,
ΨA11 : A1 → S1 denotes the respective submetry inside A1, which exists by induction
assumption. Otherwise, we have to show that the 1-Lipschitz property of Φtf1 carries over
to t = ∞. Note that our aim is to construct some map Φ∞f1 : M → A1, but it will not
extend the flow Φtf1 continuously in the t-parameter! Moreover, the constructed map will
depend on some choices. On intersections of k − 1 boundary strata, the situation was
different, as was pointed out in the proof of Lemma 3.15.
Let (pℓ)ℓ∈N ⊆ M be a dense sequence of points and 0 ≤ t0,1 < t0,2 < t0,3 < . . . a
diverging sequence in R. Since M is compact, the sequence
(
Φ
t0,i
f1
(p1)
)
has some partial
limit, denoted by Φ∞f1(p1). Let (t1,i) be a subsequence of (t0,i) such that Φ
t1,i
f1
(p1)
i→∞
−−−→
Φ∞f1(p1). Now define Φ
∞
f1
(p2) as some partial limit of
(
Φ
t1,i
f1
(p2)
)
, and so on. It is clear
by continuity that Φ∞f1(pℓ) ∈ A1 ∀ ℓ ∈ N. We claim that Φ
∞
f1
: {pℓ | ℓ ∈ N} → A1 is non-
expanding. Indeed, assume that, say, |p1p2| = d and
∣∣Φ∞f1(p1)Φ∞f1(p2)∣∣ > d. Then there
exists t2,i for i big enough such that
∣∣Φt2,if1 (p1)Φt2,if1 (p2)∣∣ > d, contradiction.
Now, since A1 is compact, in particular complete, there exists a (unique) nonexpanding
extension Φ∞f1 : M → A1. All arguments of the first part of the proof carry over, if we
substitute ΦTf1 by Ψ
A1
1 ◦ Φ
∞
f1
. In particular, Φ∞f1
∣∣
S
is an isometry onto its image for each
soul S. This holds independently of the choice of our dense sequence (pℓ). Therefore, we
can conclude that also Φtf1
∣∣
S
is an isometry onto its image for all t ≥ 0. Indeed, assume
there are points x, y ∈ S whose distance is decreased by Φtf1
∣∣
S
. Then we substitute p1, p2
by x, y and obtain for the corresponding construction of Φ∞f1 that
∣∣Φ∞f1(x)Φ∞f1 (y)∣∣ < |xy|,
contradiction. Finally, by these results, also the fact that Φtf1(S) is a soul for each t ∈ [0,∞]
and each soul S carries over.
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3.16 Corollary. Let j ∈ {1, . . . , k+1} and set Dj(p) := Ψ
−1
j (Ψj(p)) for p ∈M . Then the
map p 7→ (S(p),Dj(p)) is a bijection between M and the set {(S,Dj) | S soul of M , Dj
fiber of Ψj}. Moreover, Dj(p),Dj(q) are equidistant for all p, q ∈M , and x ∈ Dj(p) , y ∈
Dj(q) satisfy |xy| = |Dj(p)Dj(q)| if and only if S(x) = S(y).
Proof. All these facts follow from Theorem 3.12 and its proof; compare also the proof of
Lemma 3.14.
Since the sets Dj will be used later, we assign a special name to them.
3.17 Definition. For each j ∈ {1, . . . , k+1} the set Dj(p) defined as in Corollary 3.16 is
called the (j-th) dual fiber through p ∈M .
In the subsequent section we will prove that in fact all dual fibers through any point p
coincide. The name will be justified later by the fact that all dual fibers are isometric,
providing the second factor of the metric product M ∼= S ×D in the Splitting Theorem.
3.6 The dual fibers
In order to prove that j-th dual fibers coincide for different values of j, we examine the
canonical projections along souls. They turn out to be locally Lipschitz almost every-
where, which implies that Lipschitz paths are mapped onto Lipschitz paths. Moreover,
Rademacher’s Theorem can be applied. For that reason, the following result plays a crucial
role.
3.18 Proposition. Let j ∈ {1, . . . , k+1} and Dj some j-th dual fiber. Let πDj : M → Dj
denote the projection along souls onto Dj , i. e. πDj(p) = S(p) ∩Dj , p ∈M . Then πDj is
locally a Lipschitz map near almost all points. More precisely, if p ∈M is a regular point of
the Alexandrov space S(p), there is an open neighborhood U⊆˚S(p) such that πDj
∣∣
Ψ−1j (Ψj(U))
is Lipschitz.
Proof. Let p ∈ M be a regular point of its soul S(p), i. e. p is (n − k, δ)-strained in S(p)
for all δ > 0, see Definition 1.11 on page 12. Choose some small δ > 0 and an open
neighborhood V ⊆˚S(p) of p small enough such that all points x ∈ V are also (n − k, δ)-
strained with the same points b1, . . . , b2(n−k) of the strainers. We set hi(x) := 12 |bix|
2 for
i = 1, . . . , 2(n− k) , x ∈ S(p). By construction, there is a global constant C > 0 such that
|∇xhi| ≥ C ∀x ∈ V , i = 1, . . . , 2(n − k). The functions hi are 1-concave, and so are all
convex combinations
∑
βihi (where
∑
βi = 1 , βi ≥ 0). If x ∈ V is regular and fulfills
| ⇑bix | = 1 ∀ i, then all differentials dhi are linear and hence ∇x
(∑
βihi
)
=
∑
βi∇xhi
for all convex combinations. By Proposition 2.2 on page 23, this holds for almost all
points x ∈ V , and since they are (n − k, δ)-strained, the positive constant C from above
can be chosen such that
∣∣∇x(∑βihi)∣∣ ≥ C holds for almost all x ∈ V and all convex
combinations. Moreover, for all such points x and any direction ξ ∈ ΣxS(p), there exist
βi ≥ 0 ,
∑
βi = 1 such that ∇x
(∑
βihi
)
=
∑
βi∇xhi has the given direction ξ.
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Now let U ⊆ V be an open neighborhood of p small enough such that xy ⊆ V for
all x, y ∈ U . The results from above together with Proposition 2.1 on page 21 imply the
following fact: For any two points x, y ∈ U there is a shortest path γ with endpoints in
U arbitrarily close to x and y, respectively, such that almost every tangent vector of γ
coincides with the gradient of a suitable convex combination
∑
βihi. To be precise, the
equality of the vectors holds only up to length; we reparametrize γ to get full equality.
Since all gradient lengths are bounded below by C, the reparametrized path γ is defined
on an interval of length at most T <∞. Here, T is a universal constant valid for all such
paths γ, independent of the given points x, y ∈ U .
The proof of the Proposition is now carried out in the subsequent three steps.
Step 1. For any x, y ∈ U the projection along souls from Dj(x) onto Dj(y) is e
T -Lipschitz.
In order to show this, we define the functions hˆi : M → R , q 7→
1
2 |q Dj(bi)|
2 for
i = 1, . . . , 2(n − k). It follows that also the functions hˆi are 1-concave. Furthermore,
according to Corollary 3.16 on the preceding page, we have that hˆi
∣∣
S(p)
= hi. Since all
souls are isometric, a respective statement holds in each soul. Now we assume for the
moment that x and y can be connected by some shortest path γ as above. Thus, almost
every tangent vector of γ coincides with the gradient of some convex combination
∑
βihˆi.
For any other soul we get the same result, and since the functions hˆi are defined on the
entire space M , Lemma 1.20 on page 15 implies (compare also Lemma 1.23) that the
following holds: If x1, x2 ∈ Dj(x) and yℓ = S(xℓ)∩Dj(y) , ℓ = 1, 2, then |y1y2| ≤ e
T |x1x2|.
If x and y cannot be connected directly by such path γ, there are adequate points in each
neighborhood of x and y. Therefore, the Lipschitz constant stays the same.
Step 2. For any x ∈ U the projection along souls from Ψ−1j (Ψj(U)) onto Dj(x) is 2e
T -
Lipschitz.
This follows easily from step 1. Indeed, let q, r ∈ Ψ−1j (Ψj(U)) and project r onto
Dj(q), i. e. r is mapped onto r
′ := S(r) ∩Dj(q). We obtain that
|qr′| ≤ |qr|+ |rr′| ≤ |qr|+ |Dj(r)Dj(q)| ≤ 2|qr|
and hence the statement follows by step 1.
Step 3. The projection along souls from Ψ−1j (Ψj(U)) onto Dj is Lipschitz.
For the proof take some shortest path τ from p to Dj , i. e. τ lies in S(p) and ends at
S(p)∩Dj. Let z ∈ τ be an interior point close enough to p such that z ∈ U . According to
step 2, the projection along souls from Ψ−1j (Ψj(U)) onto Dj(z) is Lipschitz. Hence, it is
sufficient to show that also the projection along souls from Dj(z) onto Dj is Lipschitz. It
is clear that the gradient flow of the function x 7→ 12 |xp|
2 pushes z along τ onto S(p)∩Dj
and the same is true via isometric copies in all souls. Like in step 1, the gradient flow of
the function x 7→ 12 |xDj(p)|
2 has the identical action on each soul. Moreover, since z 6= p,
the flow pushes Dj(z) onto Dj in finite time. By Lemma 1.23 on page 16, the gradient
flow is Lipschitz and so is the projection along souls.
3.19 Corollary. For any j-th dual fibers Dj ,Dj
′ the projection along souls from Dj onto
Dj
′ is a homeomorphism.
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Proof. Let p ∈M be regular in its soul S(p). By Proposition 3.18, the projections Dj(p)→
Dj and Dj(p)→ Dj
′ are in particular continuous, hence (by compactness and bijectivity)
homeomorphisms.
3.20 Remark. The fact that points p ∈ M which are regular in its soul S(p) form a set
of full measure in M follows by Theorem 3.12 on page 48 and Rademacher’s Theorem 1.15
on page 14. Indeed, each submetry Ψj is differentiable almost everywhere with linear
differential. The points where this is true are as requested.
Lytchak’s results in [Lyt 02] about submetries imply the following statements.
3.21 Lemma. For p ∈M and j ∈ {1, . . . , k+1} let S := S(p) and D := Dj(p). Then the
tangent cones TpS and TpD are convex subsets of TpM and therefore Alexandrov spaces.
Their Hausdorff dimensions are dimH TpS = n − k and dimH TpD = k. In addition, we
have that TpS = {u ∈ TpM | 〈u, v〉 = 0 ∀ v ∈ TpD}.
Proof. Since S ⊆ M is a convex subset of Hausdorff dimension n− k, the same holds for
the tangent cone TpS. According to Theorem 3.12 on page 48, the map Ψi : M → Si :=
F1∩. . .∩F̂i∩. . .∩Fk+1 is a submetry. By [Lyt 02, Proposition 5.1] it induces a homogeneous
submetry dpΨi : TpM → TpSi of the tangent cones. Again Theorem 3.12 implies that
dpΨi
∣∣
TpS
is an isometry. Therefore, if u ∈ TpS, then dpΨi preserves its length (this property
of u is called horizontal by Lytchak). [Lyt 02, Lemma 5.3] and Corollary 3.16 imply that
the converse is also true, i. e. u ∈ TpM fulfills |dpΨi(u)| = |u| if and only if u ∈ TpS. Hence,
dpΨi is a regular submetry as defined in [Lyt 02, Definition 6.4]. Now [Lyt 02, Korollar 7.5]
gives that dimH TpD = k. The cone TpD ⊆ TpM coincides with the preimage
(
dpΨi
)−1
(o)
by [Lyt 02, Proposition 5.2]. The latter is a convex subset by [Lyt 02, Proposition 6.4(1)],
while (2) implies that dpΨj preserves the lengths of precisely those vectors in the cone
K(P ) over the polar set P ⊆ Σp of ΣpD, i. e. P = {ξ ∈ Σp | |ξ ΣpD| ≥
π
2 }. Therefore we
obtain that TpS = K(P ) and hence TpS = {u ∈ TpM | 〈u, v〉 ≤ 0 ∀ v ∈ TpD}.
Now let q ∈ S , q 6= p and ξ ∈ ΣpD. Assume, by way of contradiction, that |ξ ↑
q
p| >
π
2 .
We choose in D a sequence pm
m→∞
−−−−→ p such that ↑pmp → ξ and set qm := S(pm) ∩Dj(q).
Corollary 3.19 implies that qm → q. By passing to a subsequence we may assume that the
directions ↑qmq converge to some ζ ∈ ΣqDj(q). Now the assumption together with |ζ ↑
p
q| ≥
π
2
(by the previous result) implies that there exists some N ∈ N such that |pNqN | > |pq|.
This contradicts Corollary 3.16 on page 52.
By lower semi-continuity of angles the result holds for all directions in ΣpS. In other
words, we obtain that 〈u, v〉 = 0 ∀u ∈ TpS ∀ v ∈ TpD. Thus, the Lemma is proved.
We are now able to prove that we do not have to distinguish j-th dual fibers, but there
are unique dual fibers through all points.
3.22 Theorem. For any p ∈M holds Di(p) = Dj(p) =: D(p) ∀ i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}.
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Proof. The assertion is proved for i = 1 , j = 2 and almost all points p. Let p ∈ M such
that it is regular in the soul S(p). Let S ⊆ M be a soul and set q1 := S ∩D1(p) , q2 :=
S ∩ D2(p). Assume, by way of contradiction, that q1 6= q2. Since all dual fibers are
path connected, q1 can be assumed to lie arbitrarily close to p. Moreover, by [Lyt 02,
Theorem 7.2] the induced metric and the induced intrinsic metric on dual fibers are locally
bi-Lipschitz equivalent. Thus, there exists a Lipschitz path γ1 : [a, b]→ D1(p) from p to q1.
By choosing q1 close enough to p, we can apply Proposition 3.18 on page 52 and obtain
that the projection along souls onto D2(p) maps γ1 onto a Lipschitz path γ2 ⊆ D2(p) from
p to q2.
According to [PP 95, Proposition 2.1(a)], the left and right tangent vectors γ+ℓ (t), γ
−
ℓ (t)
exist and are opposite for almost all t ∈ [a, b] , ℓ = 1, 2. Thus, the function L : [a, b]→ R ,
t 7→ |γ1(t) γ2(t)| is differentiable for almost all t. Moreover, for such t we have that
L′(t) = 0 by Lemma 3.21. Since L is Lipschitz, in particular absolutely continuous, L is
constant. This implies that 0 6= |q1q2| = L(a) = L(b) = |pp| = 0, contradiction.
Thus, the Theorem is proved for the dual fibers through almost all points p ∈M . The
equality of i-th and j-th dual fibers carries over to their Hausdorff limits (being also i-th
and j-th dual fibers, respectively, by Theorem 3.12) and hence, the statement is proved
for all dual fibers.
3.23 Corollary. Let p ∈M . Then the gradient curves of all functions f1, . . . , fk+1 starting
at p lie in D(p). The same holds for all shortest paths from p to the boundary strata
F1, . . . , Fk+1. In particular, the corresponding directions are all contained in the (k − 1)-
dimensional Alexandrov space ΣpD.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.22 and Lemma 3.21. Recall that a short-
est path from p to Fi with base point q ∈ Fi is contained in the gradient curve αq of the
function fi.
In the next section we examine the lengths of such shortest paths to the boundary
strata more closely.
3.7 Equidistance of the souls
In this section we prove that the souls of M are equidistant, which concludes the proof of
the Splitting Theorem. The previous results already imply that certain souls are equidis-
tant, namely along shortest paths to the boundary strata Fi. More precisely, we obtain
the following result.
3.24 Proposition. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1} and denote by αx the gradient curve of fi
starting at x ∈M . Then for each soul S ⊆M and t ≥ 0 we have that
L
(
αp
∣∣
[0,t]
)
= L
(
αq
∣∣
[0,t]
)
∀ p, q ∈ S.
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Proof. The proof is carried out for i = 1. Let p, q ∈ S and let γ be some shortest path from
p to q. Choose two distinct interior points p0, q0 ∈ γ. We claim that |∇p0(f1)| = |∇q0(f1)|.
If S ⊆ A1, there is nothing to prove. Thus, we may assume that S ⊆ F1, because
otherwise we could proceed in the superlevel set f−11 ([f1(S), a1)]. If there is some j ∈
{2, . . . , k + 1} with S ⊆ Fj , the direction ξ of the gradient ∇p0(f1) satisfies ξ ∈ Σp0Fj .
This implies that ∇p0(f1) stays the same if we consider the doubling M¯ obtained by gluing
along F2 ∪ . . . ∪ Fk+1. In M¯ we have that Σ¯p0F¯1 = ∂Σ¯p0 . The direction ξ is the (unique)
one at maximal distance to ∂Σ¯p0 . The analog statement holds for q0 and since p0, q0 are
interior points of γ, Petrunin’s parallel transportation implies that Σ¯p0
∼= Σ¯q0, see [Pet 98,
Theorem 1.1A]. Hence, the claim |∇p0(f1)| = |∇q0(f1)| follows.
Now let t ≥ 0. According to Theorem 3.12 on page 48, the pushed soul Φtf1(S) is
again a soul of M and is isometric to S via the gradient flow. In particular, Φtf1(γ) is a
shortest path from Φtf1(p) to Φ
t
f1
(q) containing the distinct interior points Φtf1(p0),Φ
t
f1
(q0).
For these points the claim from above holds, too. This implies that the gradient curves
starting at p0 and q0, respectively, satisfy L
(
αp0
∣∣
[0,t]
)
= L
(
αq0
∣∣
[0,t]
)
.
We choose now sequences pn, qn of interior points of γ such that pn → p and qn → q.
The argument from above carries over to all pn, qn, and we obtain sequences of converging
gradient curves with equal lengths. According to [Pet 07, Lemma 2.1.5] and its proof, the
limits are the gradient curves αp and αq, respectively, having the same lengths on each
subinterval.
3.25 Corollary. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1} the following holds: Let p ∈ M \ Fi and let
γ be some shortest path from p to Fi. Then for any dual fiber D the canonical projection
γ → D , γ(t) 7→ S(γ(t)) ∩D is a shortest path from q := S(p) ∩D to Fi.
Proof. Let p0 ∈ Fi be the endpoint of γ and set q0 := S(p0) ∩ D. We denote by
γ← : [0, fi(p)] → M , t 7→ γ(fi(p) − t) the curve coinciding with γ, but with reversed
parametrization. Then the (unit speed) curve γ← coincides with the gradient curve
αp0
∣∣
[0,fi(p)]
of the function fi. According to Proposition 3.24, it has the same length
as the gradient curve αq0
∣∣
[0,fi(p)]
=: δ. Hence, δ← is a shortest path from q to Fi and by
Theorem 3.12 on page 48, the curve δ← coincides with the canonical projection of γ along
souls.
In order to show in the end that all souls are equidistant subsets of M , we will use the
projection along souls to transport some shortest path between two souls into any dual
fiber. The key point is to show that such projections are 1-Lipschitz maps. This in turn
will be proved using the differential near souls with special properties.
3.26 Lemma. Let p ∈M \∂M such that |⇑Fip | = 1 ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , k+1}. Then |⇑
Fi
q | = 1
∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , k+1} holds for all q ∈ S(p), too. Moreover, we have that
∣∣↑Fiq ↑Fjq ∣∣ = ∣∣↑Fip ↑Fjp ∣∣
∀ i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}.
Proof. Choose some q ∈ S(p). The first statement is an immediate consequence of Corol-
lary 3.25. This Corollary also implies, together with Theorem 3.22 on page 54, that the
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shortest path from q to any Fi coincides with the projection along souls of the shortest
path from p to Fi into the unique dual fiber D(q). Therefore, the directional derivative
dpfi(↑
Fj
p ) coincides with dqfi(↑
Fj
q ) for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}. This implies the second
statement.
Before we state and prove the next proposition, we provide the following technical
lemma.
3.27 Lemma. Let 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k and v1, . . . , vℓ+1 ∈ R
k such that the following holds:
(i) v1, . . . , vℓ+1 are minimal linearly dependent, i. e. the vectors of any subcollection
v1, . . . , v̂i, . . . , vℓ+1 are linearly independent for all i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ+ 1};
(ii) ∡(vi, vj) ≥
π
2 ∀ i 6= j.
Let V := span(v1, . . . , vℓ+1) and W :=
{
w ∈ Rk
∣∣ 〈vi, w〉 ≤ 0 ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ+ 1}}.
Then W is a vector subspace fulfilling dimW = k − ℓ and W = V ⊥.
Proof. The main part is to prove that V =
{ ℓ+1∑
i=1
αivi
∣∣∣αi ≥ 0}. We will use induction
over ℓ. The base step ℓ = 1 is clear, hence let ℓ ≥ 2. In the following we work in V = Rℓ
and we assume without loss of generality that vℓ+1 = (−1, 0, . . . , 0). For i = 1, . . . , ℓ we
define wi as the orthogonal projection of vi onto v
⊥
ℓ+1, i. e. wi is obtained by setting the
first component of vi to 0. According to our assumptions, wi 6= 0 for i = 1, . . . , ℓ. We
claim that w1, . . . , wℓ ∈ v
⊥
ℓ+1
∼= Rℓ−1 fulfill the induction hypothesis.
It is clear that w1, . . . , wℓ are linearly dependent. Now assume that, say, w2, . . . , wℓ are
already linearly dependent. Then there is a non-trivial linear combination
∑ℓ
i=2 λiwi = 0.
By definition of the wi, this implies that
∑ℓ
i=2 λivi = λvℓ+1 for some λ ∈ R. Thus,
v2, . . . , vℓ+1 are linearly dependent, which contradicts the assumptions.
In addition we have that ∡(wi, wj) ≥
π
2 ∀ i 6= j. Indeed, for each i = 1, . . . , ℓ the
unit vectors vi|vi| ,
vℓ+1
|vℓ+1| ∈ S
ℓ−1 can be connected by a unique shortest path in Sℓ−1. Its
intersection point with v⊥ℓ+1 coincides with the unit vector
wi
|wi| . Now it is easy to see that
∡(wi, wj) <
π
2 would imply that ∡(vi, vj) <
π
2 .
Hence, by induction assumption, we have that v⊥ℓ+1 =
{∑ℓ
i=1 αiwi |αi ≥ 0
}
. It follows
immediately that the half space {(x1, . . . , xℓ) ∈ R
ℓ |x1 ≤ 0} is contained in the convex
set
{∑ℓ+1
i=1 αivi |αi ≥ 0
}
. Thus, the entire space V is contained if and only if there is some
vi ∈ {(x1, . . . , xℓ) ∈ R
ℓ |x1 > 0}. This is equivalent to wi 6= vi. But the latter is satisfied
for at least one index i, since otherwise v1, . . . , vℓ would be linearly dependent.
Now we prove the assertion of the Lemma. Let w ∈ W and j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ + 1}. By
the previous result, there are coefficients α1, . . . , αℓ+1 ≥ 0 such that − vj =
∑ℓ+1
i=1 αivi. It
follows that
−〈vj , w〉 =
〈 ℓ+1∑
i=1
αivi , w
〉
=
ℓ+1∑
i=1
αi〈vi, w〉 ≤ 0
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and therefore 〈vj , w〉 = 0. We obtain that W =
{
w ∈ Rk
∣∣ 〈vi, w〉 = 0 ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ+1}}
which yields the desired results.
We are now able to examine the differential of the projection along souls almost ev-
erywhere.
3.28 Proposition. Let D be some dual fiber and πD : M → D , x 7→ S(x) ∩ D the
projection along souls onto D. Then for almost all p ∈M the differential dpπD exists and
is 1-Lipschitz.
Proof. According to Proposition 3.18 on page 52, the projection πD is locally Lipschitz
near almost all points. Hence, it is differentiable almost everywhere with linear differential,
compare Theorem 1.15 on page 14. More precisely, we consider πD as a map intoM (thus,
the target space is Alexandrov) with image in D, where D is equipped with the induced
metric. Then for almost all p ∈M we have the following.
• TpM is isometric to R
n.
• TπD(p)M is isometric to R
m × C, where C ∈ Alexn−m(0) is a cone.
• dpπD is a linear map with image in the R
m-factor of TπD(p)M .
Moreover, the Euclidean cone TpM can be assumed to split into the factors TpS(p) ∼=
Rn−k and TpD(p) ∼= Rk. Indeed, since to each vector v ∈ TpM there exists the opposite
vector −v ∈ TpM , it follows from Lemma 3.21 on page 54 that TpS(p) ∼= R
n−k. According
to the proof of that Lemma, TpD(p) =
(
dpΨi
)−1
(0) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}. All maps
Ψi are 1-Lipschitz, hence dpΨi is linear at almost all p ∈M . If we take such a point p, it
follows that TpD(p) ∼= R
k.
Finally, we may assume that each shortest path from p to any Fi can be extended
beyond p, since this is true for almost all points according to Proposition 2.2 on page 23.
For i = 1, . . . , k + 1 we set bi :=↑
Fi
p ∈ TpD(p). According to Lemma 2.12 on page 30 we
have that
|bibj | ≥
π
2
∀ i 6= j.
In addition, Corollary 3.25 on page 56 and Lemma 3.26 imply that
〈bi, bj〉 = 〈dpπD(bi), dpπD(bj)〉 ∀ i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}.
Now let v ∈ TpM . By the orthogonal splitting TpM = TpS(p)× TpD(p) it is sufficient
to consider v ∈ TpD(p). If there are coefficients βi ∈ R such that v =
∑k+1
i=1 βibi, linearity
of dpπD implies the following:
|v|2 = 〈v, v〉 =
∑
i,j
βiβj〈bi, bj〉 =
∑
i,j
βiβj〈dpπD(bi), dpπD(bj)〉
= 〈dpπD(v), dpπD(v)〉 = |dpπD(v)|
2
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Hence, the Proposition is proved in the case of span(b1, . . . , bk+1) = TpD(p).
In the general case we choose some minimal linearly dependent subcollection of {bi} in
the sense of Lemma 3.27. Assume by renumbering, that b1, . . . , bℓ+1 is such subcollection,
where 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k. Let V and W be given as in Lemma 3.27, hence TpD(p) splits orthogo-
nally as TpD(p) = V ⊕W . According to the results from above, it is sufficient to consider
v ∈W .
For i = 1, . . . , ℓ we shift the boundary strata Fi to p, i. e. we consider the intersection
M ′ := f−11 ([f1(p), a1])∩ . . .∩ f
−1
ℓ ([fℓ(p), aℓ]) of superlevel sets. Each boundary stratum Fi
is perpendicular to the corresponding shortest path from p to Fi and the same holds
in superlevel sets. It also holds in M ′, since all these shortest paths are extendable
beyond p. Thus, the tangent cone TpM
′ coincides with the set
{
v ∈ TpM | 〈v, bi〉 ≤ 0
∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}
}
. No collapse occurs, because b1, . . . , bℓ are linearly independent and
therefore TpM
′ has full dimension.
M
TpM
M ′
TpM
′
b1
bℓ
bℓ+1
V
TpA
′
ℓ+1
= TpS(p)⊕W
p
F1
F
ℓ
A′ℓ+1
We claim that fℓ+1
∣∣
M ′
attains its maximum at p ∈ M ′. Indeed, let w ∈ TpM ′ such that
〈w, bℓ+1〉 ≤ 0. Then w ∈ TpS(p) ⊕ W , which implies that in fact 〈w, bℓ+1〉 = 0. The
claim follows by concavity of fℓ+1. By the claim, the vector v ∈ W ⊆ TpM
′ can be
considered as v ∈W ⊆ TpA
′
ℓ+1, where A
′
ℓ+1 = max
x∈M ′
fℓ+1(x). More precisely, we have that
TpA
′
ℓ+1 = TpS(p) ⊕ W . By induction assumption, the statement of the Proposition is
proved for the set A′ℓ+1 and hence, |dpπD(v)| = |v|. This completes the proof.
3.29 Theorem. For each dual fiber D, equipped with the induced metric, the projection
along souls πD : M → D , x 7→ S(x) ∩D is 1-Lipschitz.
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Proof. Choose an arbitrary dual fiber D. Let p, q ∈ M be distinct points and ε > 0.
Choose δ > 0 small enough such that πD(Bδ(x)) ⊆ Bε(πD(x)) for x = p and x = q (recall
Corollary 3.19 on page 53). According to Proposition 3.28 and Proposition 2.1 on page 21,
there are points pˆ ∈ Bδ(p) , qˆ ∈ Bδ(q) such that for almost all points x ∈ pˆqˆ the differential
dxπD is 1-Lipschitz. This implies that |πD(pˆ)πD(qˆ)| ≤ |pˆqˆ|. Thus, we obtain the following:
|πD(p)πD(q)| ≤ |πD(p)πD(pˆ)|+ |πD(pˆ)πD(qˆ)|+ |πD(qˆ)πD(q)|
≤ ε+ |pˆqˆ|+ ε
≤ 2ε+ 2δ + |pq|
By choosing ε and hence δ arbitrarily small, the result follows.
3.30 Corollary. The souls form an equidistant fibration of M . All dual fibers are iso-
metric and form convex subsets of M .
Proof. Let S1, S2 be souls and p ∈ S1 , q ∈ S2 such that |S1S2| = |pq|. By Theorem 3.29,
the shortest path pq can be transported via projection along souls into any dual fiber D
and satisfies L(πD(pq)) ≤ |pq|. Thus, equality follows, which proves the first statement
and therewith also the second statement.
Now the proof of the Splitting Theorem can be completed.
Proof of the Splitting Theorem 3.1 on page 39. We pick arbitrarily some soul S and some
dual fiber D. Since the set of souls is equidistant and so is the set of dual fibers, the
proof that M is isometric to the product S×D (equipped with the product metric) works
exactly as in the two strata case, see the proof of Theorem 3.3 on page 41. Indeed, in M
the Pythagorean Theorem holds up to an error of order o(h) if h is some side length of a
rectangular triangle. Since souls and dual fibers intersect perpendicularly, we obtain the
canonical isometry πS×πD : M → S×D, where πS , πD are the canonical projections.
CHAPTER 4
Consequences of the Splitting Theorem
In this chapter we collect some easy consequences of the Splitting Theorem. As before,
we may consider the factors D and S as subsets of M , i. e. we may identify D and S with
{x} ×D and S × {y}, respectively, for arbitrarily chosen x ∈ S , y ∈ D.
4.1 Corollary. Under the assumptions of the Splitting Theorem, the sets Fi ∩ D , i =
1, . . . , k + 1 form a stratification of ∂D. Moreover, if F ⊆ M is a primitive extremal
subset of codimension 1 in M , then F ∩D is a primitive extremal subset of codimension 1
in D.
Proof. Let F be some boundary stratum or one of its primitive components of full di-
mension. For p ∈ M \ F , the endpoint q ∈ F of any shortest path from p to F lies in
the same dual fiber D(q) = D(p). It follows that F ∩ D is extremal in D, and by the
dimension, it is a boundary stratum. Vice versa, each boundary stratum (or its primitive
components) G ⊆ ∂D gives rise to a boundary stratum of M via the product structure,
i. e. G× S ⊆ ∂M . This proves all statements of the Corollary.
4.2 Corollary. Let everything be as in the Splitting Theorem. Assume, in addition, that
P1, . . . , Pℓ ⊆ ∂M are the primitive boundary components, i. e. each boundary stratum Fi
may consist of several primitive components Pj . (Hence, ℓ ≥ k+1.) Then each nonempty
intersection of k primitive components Pj is a soul of M .
Proof. This follows from the Splitting Theorem and Corollary 4.1. Indeed, if we assume
that P := P1 ∩ . . . ∩Pk 6= ∅, it induces the intersection (P1 ∩D) ∩ . . . ∩ (Pk ∩D) = P ∩D
in the D-factor of M . By Theorem 2.18 on page 34, this intersection is just a point p.
Hence, by the product structure, P = S(p) is a soul.
The Splitting Theorem was formulated for the case that F1, . . . , Fk+1 is a stratification
of the boundary. If it is only a subcollection of some stratification, the Splitting Theorem
can be applied to the doubling M¯ which is obtained by gluing along the inappropriate
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strata. The question arises, what this construction implies for the original space M .
Obviously, the product structure carries over if the strata which are glued away come from
boundary strata of S. This is indeed the case and formulated in the following extension
of the Splitting Theorem.
4.3 Theorem (Extended Splitting Theorem). Let M ∈ Alexn(0) be compact and let
F1, . . . , Fℓ+1 be a stratification of ∂M . Assume that there is 1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ such that the
following holds:
• F1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fk+1 = ∅
• F1 ∩ . . . ∩ F̂i ∩ . . . ∩ Fk+1 6= ∅ ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}
Then M ∼= S ×D, where S ∈ Alexn−k(0) is isometric to F1 ∩ . . .∩ F̂i ∩ . . .∩Fk+1 for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1} and D ∈ Alexk(0). Moreover, for i = k + 2, . . . , ℓ + 1 and all p ∈ M
the intersections Fi ∩ S(p) are nonempty and form a stratification of ∂S(p) ∼= ∂S.
Proof. As mentioned above, if we consider the doubling M¯ by gluing along Fk+2∪. . .∪Fℓ+1,
we can apply the original Splitting Theorem. Thus, only the last statement has to be
proved. Again, we may simplify the setting by passing to M¯ and gluing along Fk+2∪. . .∪Fℓ.
Or in other words, we may assume that ∂M consists of the strata F1, . . . , Fk+1, Fℓ+1.
Let p ∈ Fℓ+1 and S := S(p) be the soul through p. We claim that Fℓ+1 ∩S = ∂S. If S
coincides with some intersection F1∩ . . .∩ F̂j ∩ . . .∩Fk+1 or this is true in some superlevel
set M ′ ⊆ M , then Fℓ+1 ∩ S is an extremal subset of M or M ′, respectively. Hence, it is
also extremal in S and it has codimension 1 in S by Theorem 2.18 on page 34. Conversely,
according to Proposition 2.21 on page 36, each boundary point q ∈ ∂S has to lie in some
boundary stratum distinct from F1, . . . , Fk+1. Hence, q ∈ Fℓ+1, and the claim is proved
in the current case.
If S cannot be written as an intersection of boundary strata, there is some index i such
that S ⊆ Ai (inside M or inside some superlevel set M
′ ⊆ M ; the set Ai is defined as in
Chapter 3). Like in Theorem 3.4 on page 43, it turns out that Ai satisfies the assumptions
of the Extended Splitting Theorem. Indeed, Fℓ+1∩Ai is the additional boundary stratum
of Ai. We therefore can assume by induction on k that the statement is proved inside Ai;
the base step is clear, because for k = 1 each soul S can be written as a boundary stratum.
Thus, we obtain that Fℓ+1 ∩ S = ∂S, and the claim is proved.
Since all souls are isometric, all souls have boundary. Again by Proposition 2.21 or
by induction assumption for some Ai, this boundary is induced from Fℓ+1, i. e. ∂S(p) =
Fℓ+1 ∩ S(p) ∀p ∈M .
As an immediate consequence we get a result on the intersecting behaviour of boundary
strata.
4.4 Corollary. Under the assumptions of the Extended Splitting Theorem, we have that
F1 ∩ . . . ∩ F̂i ∩ . . . ∩ Fk+1 ∩ Fj 6= ∅ ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1} , j ∈ {k + 2, . . . , ℓ+ 1}.
In particular, if there are two boundary strata which do not intersect, they are primitive.
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Proof. The first statement is clear. The second follows from the case k = 1.
The Extended Splitting Theorem enables its iterated use. Indeed, it may turn out that
∂S possesses some stratification which satisfies again the assumptions of the Theorem. The
proof of the following result is an example of how this works.
4.5 Theorem. Let M ∈ Alexn(0) be compact and ∂M 6= ∅. Then the stratification of
∂M consists of at most 2n strata. In addition, if the number of boundary strata equals 2n,
then M is isometric to a product of n intervals, i. e. M ∼= I1 × · · · × In. In other words,
M possesses 2n boundary strata if and only if M is a Euclidean cuboid.
Proof. Let F1, . . . , Fℓ be some stratification of ∂M . If p ∈M is regular, then Lemma 2.12
on page 30 immediately implies that ℓ ≤ 2n. Now we assume equality. A first consequence
is, that each point p ∈M \ ∂M is regular with |⇑Fip | = 1 ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}. Indeed, since
for each p ∈ M there is a noncontracting map Σp → S
n−1 (compare the paragraph after
Definition 1.8 on page 11), this follows again by Lemma 2.12.
Now choose some p ∈ M \ ∂M . It follows that there is exactly one index i such
that | ↑F1p ↑
Fi
p | = π. Assume, without loss of generality, that i = 2. We claim that
F1 ∩ F2 = ∅. For i = 2, . . . , 2n we define the sets Ni := {x ∈ M \ ∂M | | ↑
F1
x ↑
Fi
x | = π}.
The lower semi-continuity of angles implies that all sets Ni are open in M \ ∂M . More
precisely, fix some index i and let xm → x be a convergent sequence in M \ ∂M satisfying
xm /∈ Ni ∀m ∈ N. This induces sequences ym ∈ F1 , zm ∈ Fi such that |xmym| = |xmF1|
and |xmzm| = |xmFi|. Since all Fj are compact, we may assume that ym → y and zm → z
converge. By definition, we have that ∡ymxmzm =
π
2 ∀m ∈ N, hence semi-continuity of
angles implies that ∡yxz = π2 or, in other words, x /∈ Ni. Therefore, (M \ ∂M) \ Ni is
closed and Ni is open in M \ ∂M .
This implies that
⋃
i∈{2,...,2n}
Ni is a disjoint open cover of the convex set M \∂M . Since
p ∈ N2, we obtain that N2 = M \ ∂M and Ni = ∅ for i = 3, . . . , 2n. It follows that the
function h : M \ ∂M → R , x 7→ |xF1|+ |xF2| has directional derivative 0 at each point in
each direction. Hence, h ≡ d := |F1F2| is constant and the claim F1 ∩ F2 = ∅ is proved.
We apply the Extended Splitting Theorem for k = 1 and obtain that M ∼= I1 × F1,
where I1 = [0, d]. Moreover, F1 ∈ Alex
n−1(0) has 2n − 2 boundary strata, namely
F1 ∩ F3, . . . , F1 ∩ F2n. By iterating the procedure from above, we get the final result
M ∼= I1 × · · · × In.
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List of symbols
General
N / Z The natural numbers / integers
Z2 The field of two elements
R (R+) The (nonnegative) real numbers
Rn The n-dimensional Euclidean space
Sn The n-dimensional unit sphere
X1, . . . , X̂i,
. . . , Xn
The collection X1, . . . , Xi−1, Xi+1, . . . , Xn, i. e. the symbol marked by ̂ is
omitted
Metric spaces
A The closure of A
⊆˚ open subset
≈ homeomorphic
∼= isometric, i. e. lengths preserving homeomorphic
A×B The metric product of A and B, endowed with the Euclidean product metric
dim The topological dimension; equals dimH for Alexandrov spaces
dimH The Hausdorff dimension
µn The n-dimensional Hausdorff measure
d The metric of the space
dp / dA The distance to a point p / to a subset A, i. e. dp = d(p, ·) /
dA = dist(A, ·) = infx∈A d(x, ·)
|pq| The distance d(p, q) between two points; mostly used if d is strictly intrinsic and
hence, |pq| is the length of some shortest path pq
|AB| The distance dist(A,B) = infx∈A,y∈B d(x, y) between two subsets; mostly used
if d is strictly intrinsic and |AB| is assumed by the length of some shortest path
connecting A and B
dH (dGH) The (Gromov-) Hausdorff distance
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70 List of symbols
diamA The diameter of A, i. e. diamA = supx,y∈A |xy|
Br(p) / B¯r(p) The open / closed ball of radius r centered at p, i. e. the set of points x satisfying
|xp| < r / |xp| ≤ r
BdBA The topological boundary of A ⊆ B, see Definition 2.23 on page 38
K(Σ) / K¯(Σ) The open / closed metric cone over Σ
Comparison geometry
Snκ The n-dimensional simply connected space form of curvature κ
pq A shortest path from p to q
△abc A triangle made up of fixed shortest paths ab, ac and bc
△˜κabc The comparison triangle △a¯b¯c¯ ⊆ S2κ for △abc, see Definition 1.1 on page 8
∡abc The angle between fixed shortest paths ab and bc
∡˜κabc The comparison angle ∡a¯b¯c¯, see Definition 1.1 on page 8
Alexandrov spaces
Alexn(κ) The class of n-dimensional complete Alexandrov spaces with curvature bounded
below by κ, see Definition 1.4 on page 9
Σp The space of directions at p, see Section 1.3 on page 10
↑qp / ⇑
q
p / ⇑
A
p The direction of a fixed shortest path from p to q / the set of all directions from
p to q / from p to a subset A
TpM The tangent cone at p, see Section 1.3 on page 10
o The apex of a tangent cone, see Definition 1.7 on page 10
|v| The length of a tangent vector, see Definition 1.7 on page 10
〈v, w〉 The scalar product of two tangent vectors, see Definition 1.7 on page 10
logp A logarithm map at p, see Definition 1.8 on page 11
∂M The boundary of M , see Definition 1.9 on page 11
dpf The differential of f at p, see Section 1.5 on page 13
γ+(t) / γ−(t) The right / left tangent vector of a curve γ at γ(t), see Definition 1.16 on page 14
L(γ) The length of a Lipschitz curve γ, see Definition 1.16 on page 14
∇pf The gradient of f at p, see Definition 1.19 on page 15
αp The gradient curve of some function starting at p, see Definition 1.21 on page 16
Φtf The gradient flow (also called push) of f at time t, see Definition 1.22 on page 16
SM The set of singular points in M , see Definition 1.10 on page 11
M¯ The doubling of M , see 2.4 on page 26
Chapter 3
That chapter is in a way one long proof and therefore, main definitions and notation are not re-
peated for each single lemma, proposition or theorem contained. Here we list the relevant symbols.
M A compact Alexandrov space in Alexn(0)
k The number of intersecting boundary strata of M , where k ≥ 1
List of symbols 71
F1, . . . , Fk+1 Boundary strata; more precisely, the elements of a fixed stratification of ∂M
fi The distance function dFi , i = 1, . . . , k + 1
ai The maximal value of fi, i. e. ai = maxp∈M fi(p), i = 1, . . . , k + 1
Ai The set where fi attains its maximum, i. e. Ai = {p ∈ M | fi(p) = ai},
i = 1, . . . , k + 1
M ′ A non-collapsed convex subset of M obtained as (the intersection of) superlevel
sets, see Corollary 2.15 on page 32
F ′1, . . . , F
′
k+1 The boundary strata of some M
′, see Corollary 2.15 on page 32
S(p) The soul through p ∈M , see Proposition 3.6 on page 45
Ψj The submetry Ψj : M → F1 ∩ . . .∩ F̂j ∩ . . .∩ Fk+1 according to Theorem 3.12 on
page 48, j = 1, . . . , k + 1
D(p) (Dj(p)) The (j-th) dual fiber through p ∈M , see Definition 3.17 on page 52
Index
admissible
function, 18
map, 19
Alexandrov space, 9
boundary, 11
stratum, 25
topological, 38
Compactness Theorem, Gromov’s, 13
comparison
angle, 8
triangle, 8
Comparison Theorem
classical, 7
extended, 9
Toponogov’s, 9
concave
λ-, 15
semi-, 15
curvature bound (lower), 8
differential, 13
direction, 10
directional derivative, 13
distance function, 13
doubling, 26
Doubling Theorem, 26
dual fiber, 52
extremal set, 17
primitive, 18
gradient, 15
curve, 16
flow / push, 16
length
of a Lipschitz curve, 14
of a vector, 11
Local Fibration Theorem, 19
MCS-space, 18
M˜CS-space, 20
Morse Lemma, see Local Fibration Theorem
Rademacher’s Theorem, 14
regular point, 11
for admissible function, 19
semi-continuity
of angles, 8
of the gradient, 16
Sharafutdinov retraction, 3
singular point, 11
soul, 45
Soul Theorem, 2, 31
space of directions, 10
Splitting Theorem, 39
Extended, 62
Stability Theorem, 20
strained, 12
stratification of ∂M , 25
submetry, 48
tangent
cone, 10
vector, 11
right / left, 14
vector, see tangent vector
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